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1. INTRODUCTION 

Truck accidents in Michigan increased by 65 percent between 1982 
and 1985, although truck travel during the same period increased 
by only 15 percent. The causes of the increase are not 
completely understood, although the impact of economic 
deregulation of the trucking industry has been assumed by some to 
have contributed to the decline in safety due to the more 
competitive environment. It has been speculated that drivers and 
trucking companies might be under pressure to violate some 
driving rules, operate at higher speeds, and reduce maintenance. 
This study has been prompted,in part, by concerns that such 
practices may be contributing to the truck accident problem. 

The Michigan Interagency Truck Committee in its report of May 1, 
1987 (Michigan DOT, 1987), summarized the apparent causes of 
truck accidents and recommended nineteen action plans for 
improving truck safety. The Committee reported (p. 2) that truck 
accidents may be caused by: 

Drivers who are inexperienced, or have poor driving records, 
Drivers who operate too many hours or drive too fast, 
Trucking companies or shippers who encourage yiolations of 
laws, 
Inadequate truck maintenance, 
Increased auto and truck traffic, 
Unstable truck configuration and loading. 

This study, condu.cted by the University of Michigan 
Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI), addresses three of the 
recommended action plans which follow on the suggested causes of 
accidents. The three topics analyzed here are: 

c 
1. Improved Truck Identification 
2. Mandatory Use of On-Board Recorders 
3. Maximum 22" Height of Rear Bumpers for Trucks and 

Trailers. 

These topics were selected for study by the Bureau of 
Transportation Planning, Michigan Department of Transportation 
(MDOT). The ''Improved Truck Identification" would provide an 
obvious means for motorist identification of individual trucks 
such that unsafe driving practices would be effectively reported. 
The "On-Board Recorder" concept provides for continuous 
monitoring of driving behavior, and truck performance. The 
mandatory use of such devices was proposed as an aid in "weeding 
out" poor and unsafe drivers, and for assisting in the 
enforcement of various truck driving laws. The Maximum Height of 
22'' Rear Bumpers pertains to a proposal for limiting the height 
of truck and trailer bumpers to 22 inches above the ground as a 
means of reducing the severity of collisions in which passenger 
cars strike the rear of such vehicles. 
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2. METHODOLOGY 

This study summarizes and integrates the existing knowledge on 
each of the three topics. The sources of information used by the 
research team include: literature review, interviews of trucking 
companies and associations, interviews of instrument 
manufacturers and users, and discussions and study of research 
materials developed by enforcement agencies at the federal level. 

Specifically, the following steps were taken in conducting this 
study: 

1. Literature review at the UMTRI library. 

2. Electronic literature review of data bases organized by the 
National Technical Information Service (NTIS), the Engineering 
Index (U.S.), and the Institute of Mechanical Engineers (U.K.). 

3. Discussion with personnel of the Federal Department of 
Transportation (USDOT), Office of Motor Carrier Standards. 

4. Discussion with personnel, and review of material produced by 
the American Trucking Association (ATA). 

5. Review of Dockets pertaining to these topics at the USDOT, 
National Highway Traffic Administration (NHTSA) and Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA). 

6. Site visit and/or telephone interviews of a sample of 
Michigan-based trucking companies, provided by the Michigan 
Trucking Association (MTA), to solicit responses to the three 
proposed new rules. 

7. Discussion with, and review of publications by, manufacturers 
of on-board recorders. 

8. Identification of national carriers who have been posting a 
toll-free (800) number on their trucks, followed by a telephone 
interview which inquired about their experience. 

9. Discussion with, and review of materials provided by, the AT&T 
corporation to estimate the cost of a toll-free (800) number. 

10. Integration and synthesis of findings. 
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3. IMPROVED TRUCK IDENTIFICATION 

A. RULE PROPOSED BY MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

The Michigan Interagency Truck Committee proposed an action step 
as follows: 

"Provide for uniformity of identification of truck 
dimensions and ownership to aid in accident investigation 
and data needs. Also, provide a toll-free number of the 
trucking company on the rear of the vehicle for the public 
to call to voice concerns or praise." 

The committee's justification for this proposal was based upon 
the concern that, "truck companies that operate in an illegal or 
dangerous way or spill loads and cause accidents cannot be easily 
identified." 

Michigan Senate Bill No. 700, Section 723 proposed the following: 

(1) All motor trucks, or trucks tractors, except as provided in 
subsection (4), of more than 5,000 pound registered weight 
and all towing or platform bed wrecker road service vehicles 
in operation upon public highways of this state shall have 
the name, city, and state or the registered logo or emblem 
of the registered owner of the vehicle, and lease of the 
vehicle if the vehicle is being operated under lease, 
painted or permanently attached on each side of the cab on a 
motor truck or truck tractor in letters of not less than 3 
inches in height, not lower than the bottom of the door, 
except that motor truck with closed van bodies may replace 
the information on each side of the van not lower than the 
bottom edge of the cab door. This information shall be in 
sharp color contrast to the background. 

(2) Except for towing or platform bed wrecker road service 
vehicles, the identification requirement of section (1) may 
be met through the use of removable device which meet the 
requirements of subsection (1). These devices shall be of 
durable construction and securely attached to each side of 
the motor truck or truck tractor. The removable device 
shall be attached so that the identification is in a 
horizontal position. 

(3) Motor vehicles subjected to this section shall have 2 years 
after the effective date of this subsection to be in 
compliance with the marking locations required in section 
( 1 ) • 

(4) This section shall not apply to trucks eligible for and 
equipped with farm license plates. 

(5) A person who violates this section is responsible for a 
civil infraction. 
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Part of the amendment to Senate Bill No. 700 (not shown here) 
considered incorporating into Section 723 a requirement for a 
toll-free (800) number of the trucking company on the rear of the 
vehicle for the public to call to voice concerns or praise. 

B. US DOT RULES ON TRUCK IDENTIFICATION 

The Michigan proposal for a truck identification rule has been at 
least partially addressed in a very recent federal regulation. 
On May 19, 1988, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), 
Office of Motor Carrier Standards (OMCS) issued a new rule that 
required certain motor carriers to mark their vehicles in a 
specific manner (described below). The new rule became effective 
on November 15, 1988. 

The new FHWA rules, and the history and rationale behind them 
were pub 1·i shed in the E..e .. d.e.r.:.a .. L .. R.e . .s..i .. s .. t..e .. r.:. ( FR), Vo 1 53, No. 97, May 
19 1988 (FHWA Docket No. MC-114). The revisions have been made 
in response to section 20e of the Motor Carriers Safety Act of 
1984, and to comments received to a notice of proposed rulemaking 
(NPRM) published in the .E.e.d.e.r...a .. LR.es..i_§_t .. e.r.:. on July 13, 1987 (52 FR 
26278). 

The first section below lists the new Federal truck 
identification rule. It is followed by a summary of the 
responses to the rule when it was first proposed in the Notice of 
Proposed Rule Making (NPRM) of July 13, 1987, and the discussion 
by the FHWA. We believe that the discussion by FHWA applies, for 
the most part, to the proposed rule in Michigan. 

Section 390.21: Marking of Motor Vehicles 

(a) General. Every self-propelled commercial motor vehicle 
operated by a private motor carrier of property in interstate 
commerce, and every self-propelled motor vehicle operated by an 
interstate motor carrier of migrant workers, must be marked as 
specified in paragraph (b) and (c) of this section. 

(b) Nature of marking. The marking must display the following 
information: 
(1) The name or trade of the motor carrier operating the self

propelled motor vehicle. 
(2) The city or community and State in which the carrier 

maintains its principal place of business. 
(3) The motor carrier identification number, if issued by the 

FHWA preceded by the letters "USDOT". 
(4) If the name of any person other than the operating carrier 

appears on the motor vehicle operated under its own power, 
either alone or in combination , the name of the operating 
carrier shall be followed by the information required in 
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paragraphs (b) (1) and (2) of this section, and be preceded 
by the words ''operated by." 

(5) Other identifying information may by displayed on the vehicle 
if it is not inconsistent with the information required by 
this paragraph. 

(c) Size, shape, and color of marking. The marking must
(1) Appear on both side of the self-propelled vehicles; 
(2) Be in letters that contrast sharply in color with the 

background on which the letter are placed; 
(3) Be readily legible, during daylight hours, from a distance of 

50 feet while the vehicle is stationary; and 
(4) Be kept and maintained in a manner that retains the 

legibility required by paragraph (c)(3) of this section. 

(d) Construction and durability. The marking may be painted on 
the motor vehicle or may consist of a removable device, if that 
device meets the identification and legibility requirements of 
this section, and such marking shall be maintained in such a 
manner as to remain legible as required by this section. 

Coverage, Past Identification Rules, and Exemption 

Currently, there are 198,908 motor carriers of record in the 
USDOT motor carriers census file. Of these 145,009 (76.3%) 
operate a single motor vehicle. An additional 25,253 (13.3%) 
operate from 2 to 6 vehicles. 

In the past there were only two groups of carriers who were 
required to display a uniform identification on the vehicle, 
similar to the new (11/15/1988) rule: 
1. Private motor carriers operating in interstate commerce, and 

laden with hazardous materials 
2. For-hire motor carriers operating in interstate commerce under 

authority issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission 
(ICC). These carriers also display an ICC number. 

There are certain segments of the motor carrier industry that are 
exempt from FHWA safety regulation, and as such would not be 
required to comply with the new USDOT truck identification rule. 
They obviously include commercial vehicles which operate solely 
within a State. They also include interstate commercial vehicles 
of less than 10,001 pounds, passenger-carrying vehicle which 
carry less than 15 passengers, and vehicles owned by Federal, 
State, and local government. 

Another group of carriers known as ''exempt carriers'' include for
hire motor carriers that have been exempt from economic 
regulation. This group is currently subjected to federal safety 
regulation, but will not be required to provide identification 
marking. They include, for example, vehicles operating within 
limited commercial intracity zones established originally by the 
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Interstate Commerce Commission(ICC), and those involved in 
transportation of special, mainly agricultural, commodities. 

Trucking Industry Comments on The (Now Promulgated) Federal Rule 

Ten responses were received by the USDOT in response to the NPRM 
of July 1987 concerning truck identification. Four favoured the 
requirements as proposed. The major concerns, or opposing views, 
include the following: 

(1) Private motor carriers opposed the requirement to display the 
name or trade name of the carriers and the name of the city and 
State which is their principal location. The main reasons were 
to avoid theft of ("advertised'') high-value freight, and not to 
announce the delivery of products to competitors (e.g. the 
General Motors Corporation engaged in delivery of components to 
the Ford Motor Company). 

(2) The American Trucking Association (ATA), which supported the 
identification rules, asked DOT to extend them to include also 
the economically "exempt carriers." ATA argued that this action 
would put all carriers on an equal footing, and would enforce 
good driving by all carriers. 

(3) The Truck Rental and Leasing Association (TRALA) supported 
the rule for private carriers and carriers of migrant workers. 
However, TRALA proposed that commercial rental vehicles, rented 
or leased to private carriers for less than one year, would be 
allowed to carry the rental company census number and address. 
They considered the requirement of removable identification 
marking from private carriers, who rent/lease a truck for a short 
duration to be impractical. 

Relevance of USDOT Rule to The Proposed Michigan Rule. 

The concern for an efficient means of reporting unsafe truck 
drivers raised by the Michigan Interagency Truck Committee in its 
proposed rule for truck identification has been recently 
addressed, to a large extent, by the federal rule on this 
subject. The new USDOT rule shows clearly that the concern for 
truck identification raised by Michigan truck safety policymakers 
has been acknowledged at the national level. 

Because of the new USDOT rule, all Michigan-based trucking 
companies operating in interstate commerce have been posting the 
federally-mandated truck identification since November 15, 1988. 
Many Michigan based trucking companies are certified to operate 
in interstate commerce, and as such already have an "improved 
truck identification" system. Is seems redundant to impose an 
additional State-based rule on them. However, Michigan can 
enhance the USDOT rule by applying it to Michigan-based trucking 
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companies which operate only within the State and/or those which 
are exempt from the federal rule for other reasons. 

The new USDOT rule does not require a posted toll-free telephone 
number. Most Michigan-based trucking companies surveyed in this 
study opposed mandatory posting of a toll-free telephone number, 
and, indeed, the cost may seem as prohibitive for small 
companies. 

C. NATIONAL EXPERIENCE WITH A TRUCK TOLL-FREE (800) 
TELEPHONE NUMBER 

Several truck companies have been voluntarily posting a toll-free 
(800) telephone number on the back of their trucks or trailers in 
recent years. Their purpose for posting is first, to solicit 
feed-back from other highway users which will ''tell us how we are 
doing," and second, to serve as a recruiting tool for new 
drivers. 

The exact number of carriers involved in this endeavor, or the 
length of time over which voluntary posting has been carried out, 
is unknown. Neither the American Trucking Association nor AT&T 
has a listing which identifies such carriers. 

In order to contact them and learn about their experience with 
the toll-free number, a sample was drawn of "800" numbers 
encountered on trucks and trailers during several auto trips 
within Michigan, and from two trips between Michigan and the East 
Coast covering the states of Ohio, Pennsylvania, New-Jersey, and 
Maryland. 

From this direct observation, it was clear that most trucks do 
not post such telephone numbers. The sample drawn from more than 
50 hours of interstate highway driving resulted in only 9 
different "800" telephone numbers of trucking companies (one more 
"800" number was drawn from the sample of Michigan-based 
companies) . 

Very significantly, this personal experience also showed that it 
is difficult for a lone motorist to copy such a number while 
driving behind a truck. The posted numbers are generally quite 
small, and the generally poor legibility required driving behind 
the truck for a considerable distance in an adjacent lane (which 
is not very safe). 

The following list shows the companies which were identified, and 
summarizes the information which was gained upon calling the 
posted number (In general, calling the "800" number led to a 
connection with a main switchboard operator. From there we 
requested the "safety director'' of the trucking company who, in 
most cases, was very cooperative). The interview also included, 
when possible, questions on the company's experience with on
board recorders and rear-end bumpers. The following summarizes 
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the information gathered through the interviews with companies 
which posted an "BOO'' number on their trucks: 

(1) ABC Trucking, (BOO) 455-0074 or (BOO) 255-B96B, Little Rock, 
Arkansas. 

ABC Trucking had the ''BOO'' number for 1.5 years. The company had 
no record of the phone number's use or of complaints. 

(2) J.B. Hunt, (BOO) 643-3331, P.O. Box 130 Lowell, Arkansas 
072745, B.J. Keller, Safety Director. 

J.B. Hunt has 3440 Trucks. The "BOO" number has been posted 
since 19BO/B1. It is being used for many purposes. They receive 
about 3 to 4 calls per day, mostly complaints. They are very 
satisfied with the program which they believe has helped to 
improve fleet safety [In addition, J.B. Hunt also has on-board 
recorders (OBR) on all of their trucks]. 

(3) PST, (BOO) 535-0544, 1B91 West 2100 South Salt Lake, Salt 
Lake, Utah B7119, Don Miller, Safety Director. 

PST has 700 trucks, about 50% of which are company owned and 50% 
driver owned. They have had the "BOO'' number since July 19B6 
both for communication and recruiting. They have averaged about 
100 calls per year. The experience has been "excellent, second 
best thing for improved safety, after installing OBR's [Rockwell 
International, with no driver input] on all of their trucks." 

(4) DART Transit Company, (BOO) 32B-6501, 2102 University Avenue, 
P.O. Box 64110, St. Paul, Minnesota 55164-0110, Jim Tammus, 
safety director. 

DART has 940 trucks, all owner-operated, and has had the ''BOO'' 
number for 2 years. DART has averaged about 1-2 calls per day, 
about 50% complaints, and 50% praises. In general, they are 
satisfied with this program. [DART does not have OBR's on their 
trucks, mainly because the trucks are owner-operated.] 

(5) Gra-Bell (BOO) 632-5302 in Michigan, (B00)253-3633 
interstate, P.O.Box 1919 Holland, Michigan 49422, Ron Nyhoff, 
safety director. 

Gra-Bell has 250 power units, about 2/3 company-owned and 1/3 
driver-owned. They have had the "BOO" number since 19B1/B2, 
originally for recruiting. They average about 2-3 calls per 
month, only one of which is typically concerned with safety 
issues. They consider it a good program, and recommend it to 
others. 
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[Gra-Bell has no OBR's now. It could not justify the costs at 
this point in time . It finds controlling gas consumption and 
speed more efficient via the use of governors] 

(6) Mural Transport, (800) 631-5588, B.O. Box 1785, North 
Brunswick, New-Jersey 08902, Bill Winch, Safety Director. 

Mural Transport has 210 tractors, 100 of them owner-operated and 
110 on a lease-purchase program. The company had the ''800'' 
number for at least 10 years. The use of the "800" number by 
Mural Transports is unique. It uses it for drivers' dispatching 
and reporting from the road (on a different 800 number), and for 
customers' orders. This usage is in addition to safety reports 
and recruiting. They average about 200 drivers' calls per day, 
and another 200-300 calls from customers. As for safety, they 
average 2-3 calls per week, mostly for complaints. They consider 
the safety program worth it because it make the drivers more 
aware of the public and eventually leads to safer driving. r 

(7) Eagle Expediting, in Michigan (800) 742-5646, US (800) 544-
0730, 8163 West Grand River, Brighton, Michigan, Robert Keller, 
General Manager. 

Eagle Expediting has 170 trucks (no tractor-trailers). Eagle 
Expediting is a general commodity carrier, specializing in auto 
part delivery, mostly in Michigan and the western part of the US. 
(Eagle Expediting was the only company from the Michigan-based 
sample which had an 800 posting program). The ''800'' number has 
been used for several years. It has been used mainly as a 
''marketing tool'' for existing and potential clients. 
Communication with other highway users is only a very small 
fraction of the "800" use- they receive only 2-3 complaint calls 
per year. 

(8) Warner (800) 228-2137. Unsuccessful attempt to gain 
information. 

(9) Altruck, (800) 227-8935, 
This telephone number has been disconnected. 

In summary, all truck companies surveyed that had a toll-free 
"800" number found the system useful, and felt that its use 
contributed to their fleet safety. The number of complaints was 
relatively small: from 3-4 per day by J.B. Hunt which operates a 
large fleet of nearly 3,500 trucks, to 1-2 per day by DART which 
operates 950 trucks, about 2 per day by PST with 700 trucks, down 
to 2-3 per week by Mural with 210 tractors, 2-3 per month by Gra-
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Bell with 250 power units, and down to 2-3 per year by Eagle 
Expediting with 170 trucks. 

The companies indicated that they treat complaint calls very 
seriously, and act upon them immediately. They consider the 
posting useful in making the driver more aware of being exposed 
to complaints if not driving safely. Interestingly, there was no 
indication by any of the ''BOO companies'' that the "BOO'' number 
was abused with superfluous calls. This is in sharp contrast to 
the perception of companies that do not have a toll free number 
on their trucks, and that oppose its adoption. 

D. ESTIMATING THE COST OF A TOLL-FREE (BOO) NUMBER 

Appendix A contains detailed information from AT&T Primary 
Account Sales Center [(BOO) 327-0773] about the cost of an BOO 
number. There are three types of service: Michigan WATS, 
Interstate WATS/800 and Readyline. The cost varies with each 
type of service, the service area (up to 6) from which incoming 
calls arrive, time of day, and volumes of calls (cost per hour is 
reduced with increased volume). The exact cost per company is 
hard to assess without knowledge of the specific service which is 
requested and the usage. Hence the estimate here provides only a 
"ball park" figure. 

One time installation and service ordering: 

Monthly service charges: 

Cost of use per month@ $17.50/hour, 
and 3 - 10 hours/month: 

Total monthly cost (calls and charges): 

This monthly estimate translates to 
Total annual cost 

10 

$100 - $225 

$ 20 - $ 60 

$ 52.5 -$175 

$ 72.5 -$235 

$870- $2,820 



4. MANDATORY USE OF ON-BOARD RECORDERS 

A. PROPOSED ACTION BY MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

The Interagency Truck Committee proposed action which would: 

''Evaluate mandatory use of tachographs." The justification for 
this action is "Fatigue appears to be a major cause of truck 
accidents. The current law limiting drivers to 10 hours of daily 
driving and eight hours of rest (up to 70 hours of driving per 
week) is felt to be violated widely throughout the industry by 
falsification of log books. Tachographs would assist in the 
enforcement of hours-of-service laws." 

B. ON-BOARD RECORDERS AND TACHOGRAPHS - BACKGROUND 

Tachographs and On-Board Recorders (OBR) are mechanical or 
electronic instruments, respectively, which continuously record 
engine/truck performance in terms of RPM, speed, distance, time, 
energy consumption, brake application, etc. 

Tachographs are mechanical devices which record the information 
on a circular paper chart, which is replaced at given time 
intervals (typically every 12 or 24 hours). Tachographs have 
been in use since the 1930's, adapted originally from industrial 
chart recorders. Established American manufacturers of this 
instrument include Argo Instruments Corporation (which has also 
developed an electronic on-board recorder) and Sangamo. 

On-Board Recorders are a modern variation of the old idea of the 
tachographs. They are solid-state instruments which record the 
information electronically on memory chips. The information can 
be "downloaded" easily to a personal computer (PC). Additional 
software can provide the management of a trucking company and/or 
the regulating agency (USDOT, MOOT, etc.) with reports on truck 
and driver performance. An additional hardware device also 
allows for driver's input, such as time and place of operation, 
volume and type of load, and off-the-road activities (rest, 
sleep, etc.). There are several OBR manufacturers in the US. 
The most popular OBR's are "Tripmaster" manufactured by Rockwell 
International, and ''CADEC" by Cummins Allied Products. In 
addition, the FHWA indicated that it had identified at least nine 
other manufacturers marketing OBR's. 

With the development and refinement of electronic OBR's, 
tachographs have become almost obsolete. Hence, our discussion 
will concentrate on electronic OBR's, or in short, OBR's. 

For a detailed review of various OBR's available in the U.S. in 
terms of attributes, costs, and applications see the article in 
Appendix B by Rich Cross, Senior Technical Editor, Commercial 
Carrier Journal, August 1987. This article also appeared with 
comments by the American Trucking Association (ATA) in its 
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response to FHWA request for comments on "Driver's Record of Duty 
Status;On-Board Recording Device." 

Tachographs have never been mandatory in the U.S. The popularity 
of tachographs in the U.S. was reduced because operators found 
them cumbersome to interpret and because they were not tamper
proofed. Data could be easily altered by the drivers. However, 
tachographs were found useful in accident reconstruction. The 
problems of interpretation and of tampering has been eliminated 
for the most part by the new models of electronic OBR's. 

Tachographs have been more popular and even mandatory in the 
Western Europe. First wide-spread mandatory use was in West 
Germany in the 1950's. Their use was legislated dua to pressure 
by the trade unions as a mechanism for enforcement of work hours 
rules. However, the useful by-product was in truck accident 
investigations. In 1970 the European Economic Community (EEC) 
adopted the West German system for EEC communities requiring 
tachographs in all vehicles over 3.5 tons gross weight (EEC 
Tachograph Rule 1463/70). Since 1970 the United Kingdom , 
Denmark, Ireland, Portugal, and Spain accepted this mandatory use 
as well when they joined the EEC. Other countries with mandatory 
use of tachographs include sweden, Norway, Finland, Syria, 
Jordan, and Japan. 

In contrast, research conducted by the FHWA in 1978 indicated 
that " ... automatic records, principally the recording 
tachographs, while very accurate, were unable to provide a 
driver's record of duty status sufficient to enforce the Federal 
Motor Carrier Safety Regulations (FMCRS) in team-driver 
operation, and automatically producing duplicate copies of the 
charts (i.e., logs)." (Federal Register, VOl. 53, No 49, pp 
8229). 

Over the last few years the federal government (US FHWA) has been 
actively involved in studying and evaluating the voluntary or 
mandatory use of OBR's. This was due to the advancement and 
improved performance of electronic OBR's, requests by some 
carriers to substitute the paperwork of the "Driver's Log Book" 
with an electronic reporting system, and a petition by the 
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) on October 1, 1986 
" .. to require the installation and use of on-board automatic 
recordkeeping system to record vehicle operation." Both this 
original petition and a following petition for reconsideration 
(by IIHS) on February 25, 1987 were denied by the FHWA. 

However, FHWA indicated that it "believes that automatic on-board 
recording devices may be an effective alternative to the current 
recordkeeping requirement." As a result FHWA issued in the 
Federal Register, Vol 53, No. 49 a proposed rule making " ... to 
allow, at the motor carrier's option the use of on-board 
recording devices in lieu of the handwritten driver's record-of
duty status." 
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Previously, FHWA granted exemptions to only ten carriers to 
permit usage of on-board recorders in lieu of the driver's log 
book. The petition for exemption was a lengthy and time
consuming document. The prevailing idea now is to allow each 
carrier to select either the log book or an approved electronic 
on-board recorder. Until a final decision is made, FHWA 
postponed further petitions for exemptions. 

As part of the validation of on-board recorders the FHWA has been 
monitoring a field test of OBR's manufactured by Rockwell 
International and by CADEC/Cummins in use by the 10 exempt 
carriers. In addition, in 1987 the FHWA reviewed a large-scale 
experiment of OBR use by 470 drivers of Frito-Lay, Inc. In 
summary, it found no degradation in the drivers' adherence to the 
hours-of-service and safety regulation. Also it found that the 
failure rate of the OBR's was only 1%. Some minor problems were 
discovered, and were eventually corrected. 

In recent years, the FHWA has conducted quite an extensive study 
of the use of OBR's. We believe that many of the questions asked 
and issues examined by the FHWA are applicable to the proposed 
mandatory use of OBR's in Michigan. Hence, in the next section, 
we shall summarize the findings of the FHWA regarding the use of 
OBR's. 

C. US DOT FINDINGS ON USE OF ON-BOARD RECORDERS 

On July 13, 1987 the FHWA, Office of Motor Carrier Standards 
issued a request for comments in an Advanced Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking (ANPRM) on the use of on-board recorders for recording 
the driver's hours-of-service (Federal Register Vol.52, No.133, 
pp. 26289-26291). This request for comments was part of the FHWA 
response to the petition for reconsideration of mandatory use of 
OBR's filed by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) 
in February 1987 (which was previously denied). 

The FHWA included as part of this request for comments on OBR's a 
list of 8 specific questions. They included question on the type 
of existing and/or plans to purchase,e OBR's; evaluation of their 
performance from both management and drivers view point; cost of 
purchasing and operation; contribution to safety and economy; 
failure rate and operational problems; and their utility in log 
book substitution. 

FHWA received a total of 22 comments to the ANPRM. The comments 
can be found in Docket No. MC-130, closed on October 13,1987. 
The summary of comment and discussion appears in the Federal 
Register Vol.53, No.49 March 14, 1988, pp. 8229-8234. 
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The comments came from a wide range of interested parties. They 
include: 

Eight (8) from motor carrier industry associations; 
three (3) from manufacturers of electronic Obr's; 
two (2) from tachograph manufacturers; 
two (2) from insurance industry members; 
four (4) from private motor carrier fleets; 
one (1) each from labor union (Teamsters), a State highway 
patrol, and a State highway commission. 

Analysis of the comments identified five issues of concern to 
these interested parties. 

(1) Should OBR's be mandatory in Interstate commerce? 

Fourteen of 22 comments (64%) opposed mandatory use of OBR's, 
only 5 (23%) favored them. In general, all trucking operators
companies, associations, drivers, and their unions opposed 
mandatory use. The major proponents of mandatory use were the 
American Automobile Association (AAA), and the Insurance 
Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS), plus one OBR manufacturer, 
Argo Instrument Inc. 

The International Brotherhood of Teamsters (IBT), the American 
Trucking Association Inc. (ATA), and Owner-Operators Independent 
Drivers Association of America argued that there was no evidence 
at that time that OBR's improve highway safety. The National 
Private Trucking Association, IBT, Cadec Systems Inc. (major , i 

manufacturer of OBR's), and Frito-Lay (a company with one of the 
largest application of OBR in US truck fleets) indicated that 
OBR's by themselves do not contribute to improved safety. 
However, when management is committed to on-going analysis of OBR 
reports and to taking action based on such analysis, they can be 
useful tools for identifying and correcting safety problems. 

The American Automobile Association, a major proponent of 
mandatory use of OBR's, cited the study "Effects of Driver Hours 
of Service on Tractor-Trailer Crash Involvement" (I.S. Jones and 
H.S. Stein, IIHS, September 1987), conducted in Washington State, 
which found high correlation between truck crashes and fatigue 
due for long driving hours. The IIHS study attributed 41% of 
accident studied to excessive driving hours. (The American 
Trucking Association in its response to the FHWA ANRPM contested 
the results of similar study: "A Report on the Determination and 
Evaluation of the Role of Fatigue in Heavy Truck Accidents," by 
F. Baker, Transportation Research and Marketing, Challis, Idaho. 
The ATA argued in part that the data pertain only to western 
states. Obviously, similar criticism could apply to the 
Washington State study). 

Argo, a manufacture of OBR's, cited accident statistics from West 
Germany, where OBR's have been mandatory since the 1953 (due to 
trade-unions pressure) that since OBR's became mandatory "on the 
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basis of volume, the accident involvement of goods vehicles was 
cut down by almost 75% during the last 20 years." 

The labor union (IBT) and representatives of small carriers 
indicated that it is unrealistic to require OBR use by small 
carriers. They argue that those carriers who do not practice 
safety programs under current rules, would probably circumvent 
them even under an automatic OBR environment. 

Having considered all of the comments, the FHWA rejected the 
petition for a mandatory use of on-board recorders. 

(2) Cost of Owning and Operating On-Board Recorders 

Based on information provided by Cadec (one of the two major 
manufacturers of OBR's), the FHWA estimated that an investment in 
an OBR system (hardware, software and training) for a 10- vehicle 
fleet would cost approximately $35,000. The breakdown is as 
follows: 

On-board Computers(® $1,750/unit) 
Installation 
Personal computer and Printer 
Data link 
Software 
Training/Start-up 
Maintenance for 1 year 

Total 

$17,500 
$ 1,000 
$ 4,500 
$ 2,970 
$ 3,960 
$ 3,000 
$ 2,000 

$34,930 

FHWA estimated that more than 80% of all interstate motor 
carriers (180,000 out of 220,000) have fleets smaller than 10 
vehicles. Given this reality, FHWA found current costs of Obr's 
to be excessive for the majority (i.e. small fleets) of US 
interstate carriers, in comparison to current practice of manual 
reporting. It appears that the current economics of OBR's was 
the main determinant in rejecting their mandatory use by the 
FHWA. 

(3) Voluntary Use of OBR's In Lieu of Manual Recording 

FHWA determined that OBR's should be allowed in lieu of 
handwritten reports, provided they meet the proposed performance 
requirements contained in section 395.15 of the regulations. This 
stipulation effectively approved for the present time OBR's 
manufactured by Rockwell International and by Cadec/Cummins. 
Other OBR's would probably be approved in the future. 

This FHWA decision was based on data gathered from 10 motor 
carriers, who were exempt, on experimental basis, from manual 
record keeping. Instead, they provided data obtained from OBR's 
in their fleet. The experimental data showed that OBR's can 
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improve management efficiency and control in addition to 
providing a comparable quality of hours-of-service records 
maintained by the ''log-book." 

Until the mid 1980's, exemptions were given by FHWA only in 
response to applications submitted on an individual basis, which 
apparently required much paper-work. The opposition by the 
trucking industry to this bureaucratic rule was reflected in the 
response to the proposed rulemaking by the FHWA. Nine responses 
supported voluntary use of OBR in lieu of the "log book." Four 
of these nine respondents also made an explicit opposition to the 
case-by-case exemption system maintained by FHWA up to that time. 

(4) How Tamperproof Are OBR's? 

Eight of the twenty two responses (36%) indicated concern about 
possible tampering to alter data. Cadec indicated that 5% of its 
instruments which were sent for a first-time repair had failure 
due to tampering. However, they also indicated that this problem 
was reduced to 1% or less, once management was notified. 

In a separate discussion with Rockwell International (not in the 
FHWA report) they indicated that their second generation OBR's 
are almost 100% tamper-proof. 

Based on evaluation of the 10 exempt carriers, and the Cadec 
report, FHWA did not consider tampering a serious enough problem 
to halt the use of OBR's in lieu of "log books," 

(5) Standardization 

The two manufacturers participating in the FHWA experiment (i.e. 
Cadec and Rockwell International) plus one carrier called for 
standardization of the forms and other printed communication 
resulting from OBR data analysis. The existing software 
currently available provides all of the items required in the 
FHWA "hours-of-service" regulation. At the present time FHWA 
considers these items to be sufficient. FHWA supports 
standardization in that it reduces the burden placed upon the 
field officers who enforce hours-of-service rules. 

D.PROPOSED RULE 395.15 AUTOMATIC ON-BOARD RECORDING DEVICE 

See Federal Register/Vol.53 No.49/March 14, 1988/Proposed 
Rules/pp. 8233-8234, in Appendix D. 
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5. 22 INCHES BUMPERS FOR TRUCKS AND TRAILERS 

A. PROPOSED RULE BY MICHIGAN DOT 

The Michigan Interagency Truck Committee proposed an action plan 
as follows: 

"Maximum 22" maximum height rear bumpers for trucks and 
trailers" 

Federal law currently allows a rear-end bumper to be 30" from the 
ground. Michigan requires all 53' trailers registered in 
Michigan to have a rear-end bumper height of 22" from the ground. 
The proposed action will expand the 22" bumper rule to all large 
trucks registered in Michigan. The Committee justification for 
this proposal was based upon the concern that current federal 
standards result in small passenger cars underriding trucks 
during a rear-end collision, which could lead to severe injuries 
or fatalities to the passenger car occupants. A 22" reinforced 
rear bumper for all trucks and trailers would stop most small 
compact cars from passing under the guard. 

Michigan House Bill No. 5682 Section 719, Subsections (6) and (7) 
calls for: 

(6) A motor vehicle, trailer, or semitrailer whose frame or body 
extends more than 36 inches beyond the rear of its rear axle and 
is more than 30 inches above the roadway shall not be operated on 
the highway of this state unless equipped with a fender or bumper 
on the extreme rear of the frame or body. The bumper shall 
extend downward from the rear of the frame or body to within 30 
inches of the roadway and be of substantial construction. In 
addition to the requirements of subsection (7), no vehicle which 
is required by federal law to have an underride guard of not more 
than 22 inches above the roadway shall be operated upon the 
highway of this state without such an underride guard. 

(7) A truck tractor and semitrailer combination with a' 
semitrailer length longer than 50 feet whose frame extends more 
than 36 inches beyond the rear of its rear axle and is more than 
30 inches above the roadway shall not be operated on the highways 
of this state unless equipped with an underride guard on the 
extreme rear of the frame or body. The underride guard shall 
meet all of the following requirements: 

(a) Provide a continuous horizontal beam having a maximum 
ground clearance of 22 inches, as measured with the vehicle empty 
and on level ground. 

(b) Extend to within 4 inches of the lateral extremities of 
the trailer on both left and right sides. 
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B. USDOT RESEARCH AND PROPOSED RULES ON REAR-END BUMPERS 

Background 

On January 8, 1981, the US Department of transportation (USDOT), 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHSTA) proposed a 
new rule on rear-end bumpers for trucks and trailer which would 
have required a bumper height of 21.65" above the ground on all 
trucks and trailers (with some exemptions) that have gross 
vehicle weight ratings (GVWR's) greater than 10,000 pounds. The 
proposed effective date for this rule was September 1, 1983. 

The federal rule on 22" bumpers has not been implemented, in 
spite of extensive studies by NHTSA over a period of about ten 
years which have shown the effectiveness of such bumper 
installation. 

A summary of the history behind this proposed federal rule, the 
rationale, and the results of studies upon which the proposed 
federal standard was established is found in the Federal Register 
(1981) Vol. 46. No. 5, January 8, 1981, "Federal Motor Vehicle 
Safety Standards; Rear Underride Protection." Responses to this 
proposed rule and other supporting materials are located in NHTSA 
Docket 10-11-Notice 8, which covers the period 12/29/80 to 
4/13/83. 

The current study draws from the extensive research conducted 
and/or monitored by NHTSA, in particular the "Supplementary 
Information" provided with the proposed rule of January 1981. 

The concern of USDOT, the trucking industry, and the public with 
the problem of rear underride spans a period of about thirty 
years. NHTSA, [Federal Register (1981)] describes the underride 
problem as follows: 

"Rear underride involves the front of a car or other small 
vehicle sliding under and colliding with the rear end of a truck 
or trailer. Underride occurs because the rear end of the truck 
vehicle is relatively high off the ground and there is too little 
structure under the rear end to resist the striking vehicle, or 
the structure present is not strong enough to accomplish that 
purpose. Underride occurs to some extent in most collisions in 
which a passenger car crashes into a truck rear end. This kind 
of crash typically results in substantial damage to the smaller 
vehicle and injury to the car occupants. In 1978, 500 deaths or 
more than one (1) percent of all traffic fatalities occurred in 
collisions involving a vehicle and a heavy truck rear end. Three 
hundred and thirty eight (338) of these fatalities were occupants 
of passenger cars. Sometimes when a car underrides a truck, the 
rear end of the truck body crashes through the windshield and 
penetrates the passenger compartment of the automobile. In those 
cases, the underride is considered "excessive." Death in 
accidents involving excessive underride usually results from 
severe head and upper body injuries. It has been estimated that 
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excessive underride occurs in 30-40 percent of all fatal 
accidents in which passenger cars crash into truck rear ends." 

Early federal attempts to deal with the override problem date 
back to the 1953 rules "49 CFR 393.86, Rear End Protection," 
issued by the Bureau of Motor Carriers of the Interstate Commerce 
Commission (ICC) [now the Bureau of Motor Carrier Safety (BMCS) 
of the Federal Highway Administration]. The rule applied to 
trucks and trailers (t&t) manufactured after 12/31/52. The rule 
requires that the ground clearance of the bumper shall not exceed 
30" when the vehicle is empty. The device is to be located no 
more than 24" forward of the rear end of the vehicle, and it has 
to be wide enough that its end are not more than 18" inboard from 
either side. The rule further requires that the device be 
''substantially constructed and firmly attached." 

In 1967, NHTSA initiated its rulemaking on rear end underride 
protection to improve on the BMCS rule, and in 1969 it proposed a 
new rule which required a device with a ground clearance of 18'' 
for unloaded vehicle of greater than 10,000 GVWR's, to be located 
no less than 15'' from the rearmost part of the vehicle. 
Important addition to the BMCS rule was a requirement for a 
static test of strength. Initially it was proposed that the 
device should withstand a 75,000 pound load applied with a 4''x4'' 
test block at the center of the device. Subsequently, it was 
lowered to 50,000 pounds, to be applied with 4"x12'' test block at 
any point between the outmost sides of the guard. However, in 
1971 after evaluating cost and accident data, and responses to 
the proposed rule, NHTSA terminated these rulemaking efforts. At 
that time NHTSA estimates that the proposed rule would save 50-
100 lives per year at an annual cost to the consumer of $500 
million. Most of the increase in cost was attributed to increase 
in the guard rail weight in order to withstand the 50,000 pound 
impact. 

In 1977 NHTSA resumed work on the improvement of underride 
protection. This was a direct results of tests conducted by the 
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) in 1976, and 
eventually a US Senate Oversight Hearing. IIHS conducted five 
tests in which cars were crashed into the rear of a typical semi
trailer van. Two of the tests evaluated a prototype "Rigid 
Guards," developed by IIHS. A "Rigid Guard'' is one that can 
withstand a load of 100,000 pounds without permanently deforming. 
The IIHS "rigid guards" were lightweight with struts which 
transmitted the collision forces from the guard to the uderframe 
of the van. These test shows that substantial reduction in 
underride damage can be achieved with this type of light guard. 

As a result of the Senate hearing and a subsequent petition for 
rulemaking filed by the IIHS, BMCS and NHTSA jointly initiated a 
new research program and a new set of proposed rules on underride 
protection. On August 29, 1977 (42 Federal Register) they made 
an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM) was published 
to solicit comments. As NHTSA indicated (Federal Register, 
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1981), most comments were "in favor of increased underride 
protection," while the negative reactions were concerned mainly 
with which portion of the trucking industry will be exempt (off
road vehicle, hydraulic tailgates etc.). 

Tests 

As part of the joint program BMCS-NHTSA contracted with: 
(1) The Texas Transportation Institute of Texas A&M University 
(TTI) to develop a low cost, but practical underride protection 
device; and (2) Dynamic Science Inc., (DSI) to develop 
camp 1 i ance test procedures. The research tested a ".r.:..i..9..i. .. d ........ g.!.l.a.r..ct" 
with low ground clearance, similar to the one tested in 1976. 
NHTSA concluded that "The tests performed by TTI and DSI 
demonstrated what the IIHS program had shown earlier: that 
excessive underride could be prevented with rigid guards." 

However, these tests also showed that "rigid guards'' increase the 
deceleration forces experienced by car passengers in a rear-end 
crash and as a consequence increase the risk of injury due to 
hazard other than underride. Crash tests with restrained dummies 
in passenger cars crashed at 35 mph into a rigid guard 
experienced injury responses not within the range allowable under 
FMVSS no. 208. 

For comparison, DSI also tested collisions with .C .. !.I.r..r..e.n.t ....... Ll.C..C.J 
SJJ .. aLd.s.. Resu 1 ts: "This guard was not able to prevent .s.ma.l.l ....... c .. ar .. s. 
from excessively underriding test trailers at collision speeds 
above 30 mph. In these tests, the dummies experienced injury 
responses that are not within the permissible limit of FMVSS no 
208, ... The guard did not fail, i.e., did not permanently deform 
in some manner," probably because the small cars went too low 
under it to cause deformation. 

"In tests of lar:.se. ..... c ... ar:.§. at 30 mph underri de was excessive in 
offset collisions but not when the collision was centric. 
Occupant response were also within the allowable limit of FMVSS 
No. 208 in these tests of large cars, and in all tests the guard 
did not fail. Occupant responses were also within the 
permissible range of standard No. 208 when the car crashed into 
the guard at 40 mph. However, in this test underride was 
excessive, and the guard was permanently deformed." 

In addition , tests of a ...... b.Y.d.r.a.u .. l..i. .. c ....... e.n .. e.r.9Y ...... ab.s .. Q.r.b..i.ng ...... 9Yard 
manufactured by Quinton-Hazell Automotive Ltd. showed that this 
''off-the shelf'' device ·· ... was very effective both at preventing 
excessive underride, reducing occupant injury response, and 
reducing damage to the colliding vehicle," Obviously, the 
hydraulic device is more expensive. However, it is important to 
note that already in the mid 1970's it was available 
commercially. 
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Another important finding of the TTI tests showed that when the 
rear guard was removed, and readj us tab 1 e rear .!!!l.b .. !2.e.J ... § on the truck 
or tra i 1 er were .a.e .. t ..... j .. .o ........ t.h.e ........ r:.e .. a.r.:m!::tll .. t ....... P.Q.ll ... i ... t .. .to.n., the repositioned 
wheels, by themselves, prevented excessive underride at 
approximately 35 mph. Further, the restrained dummies in these 
tests experienced a response which is within the allowable limits 
of FMVSS No. 208. 

NHTSA also employed simulation models for conducting a 
comparative engineering risk analysis. For details, see 
Automated Science Group (1980), Coock (1980), and SAE (1980). In 
contrast to earlier studies supported by NHTSA, these analyses 
did not concentrate on the question of which guard type is most 
effective in preventive excessive underride. They evaluated 
cost/benefits, the risk of '"no underride guard at all,'" and of 
four types of guards: namely, '"rigid,'" ''energy absorbing,'" 
''moderate strength'' (i.e., one that will permanently deform when 
subjected to a load of approximately 45,000 pounds), and 
'"current" (ICC). 

The effectiveness of each guard (and of ''no guard'') was 
quantified by the risk of injury rated 3 or above on the 
Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS), which covers the range of 
injuries from ''serious'" to '"fatal.'" The results of the risk 
analysis were as follows: 

(1) '"Energy absorbing'' guards provide the best protection for car 
occupants in a rear-end collision with a truck. 

(2) ''Current'' (ICC) guards provide the least protection. 

(3) '"Moderate strength'" guards provide an Q.Y..e .. r .. aJ. .. .l.. ....... r ... i.§.lS. of 
injuries to both restrained and unrestrained occupants about 
the same as '"rigid guards'" (although ''rigid'" guards were still 
superior to '"moderate'" in reducing the risk of excessive 
override). 

Proposed Rule 

In light of the IIHS, TTI, and DSI tests, and the comparative 
risk analyses, NHTSA proposed on January 8, 1981 (Federal 
Register, 1981) to: 

"Mandate the use of underride guards that are at least as 
strong as 'moderate strength' guards.'" 

The NHTSA rules were modelled on the existing European Economic 
Community (EEC Directive 79/490/EEC) and the Swedish regulation 
which in general mandated an underride guard capable of 
withstanding a load of 45,000 pounds on the vertical support 
members combined. NHTSA indicated that these rules were proposed 
in order to provide American and European rules consistent with 
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the Trade Agreement Act of 1979. For a copy of the proposed rule 
see Appendix E. 

The proposed rule was to apply to most trucks and trailers with 
GVWR's greater than 10,000 pounds, and a ground clearance at the 
rear greater than 55 em (21.56 inches). NHTSA further proposed 
that the rear guard will be wide enough such that its outmost 
edges are within 3.95 inches (10 em) of the outmost sides of the 
vehicle. The guard also had strength specifications measured at 
different points on the guard rail, in line with a ''medium 
strength" categorization. For details see Appendix E, Section 
S6.5 and Figure 2. The total applied load of 45,000 pounds 
ensures that the guard is at least moderately strong. 

Exemptions 

The proposed rule exempted three type of vehicles: 

(1) ''Low chassis" vehicles, such as household moving trailers, or 
passenger car haulers, where the low van structure prevents an 
underride. 

(2) ''Wheel back" vehicles, where the position of the wheels at 
the outmost position of the van prevents an underride, as shown 
in the tests discussed above. In order to qualify the rear axle 
must be P..e.r..m.a.n.e..n.t..lY. fixed and the rearmost part of the t i res be 
no more than 30 em (11.8 inches) from the rear extremity of the 
vehicle. 

(3) ''Special purpose'' vehicles. These are trucks or trailers 
having work equipment located at the rear of the vehicle, such as 
drilling rigs, salt spreaders, and utility vehicles. This 
exempts vehicle which by their nature could not comply with the 
rule without imposing a severe economic hardship. 

Costs and Benefits 

In 1980, NHTSA estimated that if the proposed rule was 
implemented in 1977, it could have saved as many as 60 fatalities 
per year in the period 1977-1979, and an even greater number of 
serious injuries for passenger car and light trucks occupants. 
It added that in light of the trend for increasing numbers of 
vehicles and smaller cars, it was expected that the number of 
lives saved and injuries avoided would be even higher in future 
years. 

NHTSA estimated that the proposed rule would have applied to 
339,000 trucks and trailers a year (based on 1979 statistics), 
and that 85% of them carry the current (ICC) guard. The 
installing of the proposed guard was estimated, in 1980, to cost 
$50 more than the current (ICC) guard. The Consumer Price Index 
(CPI), increased from 100 to 140 between 1980 and 1988. So, in 
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todays prices, the additional cost is estimated at $70 more per 
unit. The aggregated national cost of the proposed guard 
installation, per year, was estimated at $9.89 million (1980 $'s) 
for heavy truck, and $8.84 million (1980 $'s) for trailers. 
These figures translate to $13.85 million (1988 $'s), and $12.37 
million (1988 $'s) respectively. 

An important component in the cost/benefit analysis is the weight 
of the guard which adds to fuel cost and replacement of 
commercial load. NHTSA estimated that, in 1980, the current 
(ICC) guard weight was about 60 pounds and cost the consumer 
about $35 per guard ( about $50 in 1988 $'s). The proposed 
device would have weighed 100 pounds and cost the consumer around 
$85 per guard (about $120 in 1988 $'s). NHTSA projected an added 
fuel cost of about $0.5 million per year, in 1980 prices, for the 
affected fleet of 339,000 vehicles (Because in real terms fuel 
prices remained about constant during the period 1980-1988 this 
estimate could be accepted "as is''). The penalty for payload 
displacement for the affected fleet of 339,000 vehicles was 
calculated at $15,000 per year for the fleet listed above 
($21,000 in 1988 dollars). 

Comments to NHTSA Proposed Rules 

As indicated above, the proposed federal rule on 22" bumpers has 
not been implemented, in spite of extensive studies by NHTSA 
showing its effectiveness. The Federal Register (1981) is the 
last official federal document pertaining to this proposed rule. 
Further information was obtained from NHTSA Docket 10-11 Notice 
8, in particular, its (unpublished) "Summary of Comments to Rear 
Underride Protection," submitted by John Tomassoni, NHTSA, Safety 
Standard Engineer, on June 1981. This summary provides some 
insight on the reasons why the rule has not been implemented. 

One hundred and ten (110) comments were submitted in response to 
the rear guard proposed rule. Support for the rule was stated by 
nine (9), while twenty-two (22) stated or strongly implied an 
opposition. In other words, opposition overruled support by a 
ratio of more than 2:1. Moreover, the opposition practically 
included the entire trucking industry - both manufacturers and 
haulers. Most responses, 61 of the 110 (55%), came from 
organizations which asked for exemptions (i.e., cement mixers, 
refuse and utility vehicles). Nineteen (19) responses favored 
''improved conspicuity" alternatives, or asked for postponement of 
the rules until further "conspicuity'' research is completed. 

The rule was supported by the Insurance Institute for Highway 
Safety (IIHS), the State of New Jersey (and its Safety Council 
and its Division of Motor Vehicles, the National Transportation 
Safety Board, and by three members of the U.S. House of 
representatives - Peter Rodino, James Howard, and Christopher 
Smith. 
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The opposition came from the entire trucking industry, from truck 
and trailers manufacturers and their association. The opposition 
included (but was not restricted to): American Trucking 
Association (ATA), The Budd Company Trailer Division, Truck Body 
and Equipment Association, Truck Trailer Manufacturers 
Association, Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association (MVMA), 
National Truck Equipment Association, and the Association of 
American Railroads. To this list one should add the Ford Motor 
Company and the General Motors Corporation, both of whom 
implicitly opposed the rule by calling for postponement until an 
improved conspicuity program could be evaluated. 

Much of the opposition centered on the validity of economic and 
accident data used by NHTSA in evaluating the proposed rule. For 
example, submitted estimated costs of the proposed guard rail 
(1980 $'s) ranged from $90 to $1,500 ($125 to $2,100 in 1988 
$'s), where the higher numbers are associated with installation 
on single unit vehicles. Cost estimates also varied with respect 
to the truck type. For example, ATA estimated the cost in 1985 
to be $150 per semitrailer and $600 for straight trucks. 

The response given by the American Trucking Association (1982) is 
typical of the opposition viewpoints. In its letter to NHTSA of 
March 15, 1983 (with a supporting internal study on the "Cost of 
Truck Equipment Regulation'"), ATA made the following statement. 

ATA stated that it has not changed its (negative) position to a 
similar rulemaking in 1971, and believed that the Docket on 
underride guard should be terminated. It first argued about the 
validity of NHTSA cost estimates. It pointed to a similar 1971 
study that indicated an expected saving of 50-100 lives at a 
capital outlay cost of approximately $0.5 billion; and than 
argued that such a rule in 1980 would have cost $2.8 billion. 

It further argued that "The Fatal Accident Reporting System 
(FARS) provides no national counts of underride but instead gives 
estimates arrived at by statistical manipulation of small sample 
data. For example, one NHTSA analysis indicated 29 lives a year 
could be saved by the proposed rule, but since accident data in 
an unrelated Bureau of Motor Carrier Study was off by a factor of 
two, that figure was doubled to show 58 persons saved per year. 
In another NHTSA study the 236 fatal truck underride accidents 
reported were actually the nationally weighted total calculated 
from .tW_Q actual truck underride fatalities 

The ATA argued about the physical effectiveness of the proposed 
guard to prevent underride, because it was designed to withstand 
impacts (according to NHTSA) at 35 mph, while most accidents 
occur at higher speed. Among others it referred to a study by 
the University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute 
(without specific citation) which showed that " ... closing speed 
in 2/3 of such incidents it studied were greater than 35 mph." 
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Finally, it turned the discussion around by stating that 
underride avoidance should be looking at other measures. In 
particular it called for improving and modifying auto front ends 
to increase their energy absorbing capacity '" ... and protect them 
when they strike bridges, trees, other cars, and other objects, 
as well as trucks.·· 

Similar arguments were given by other opponents. In addition, 
automobile manufacturers called for an increase in the minimum 
weight requirement for trucks which will be required to install 
the proposed guard. The Ford Motor Company recommended a minimum 
GVWR of 12,000 pounds (versus the 10,000 pounds recommended by 
NHTSA), claiming that the benefits were conjectural because they 
were based on analysis and not test. The General Motors 
Corporation recommended even a higher limit, asking that the GVWR 
minimum will be set at 15,000 pound, because of commonalty with 
vehicles of less than 10,000 pounds. 

Conclusion 

As indicated throughout our analysis, the proposed NHTSA rule was 
never implemented. The exact reasons for not adopting it were 
never explicitly stated. However, one can infer that the strong 
opposition by the entire trucking industry combined with 
'"deregulation'" sentiments of the recent administration were the 
major factors in its failure to be implemented. We note that 
failure to implement a rule on underride guards took place 
despite extensive research indicating their expected 
effectiveness. 

Based on the national experience, one might expect opposition by 
industrial groups in the State of Michigan. However, the sample 
of Michigan-based trucking companies which were interviewed in 
conjunction with this study indicated a positive attitude toward 
a Michigan rule for a minimum 22"" guard for truck and trailers, 
but only if the rule is applied to newly-purchased vehicles, and 
not to refurbishing of existing ones. 
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6. SURVEY OF MICHIGAN-BASED CARRIERS 

A. SAMPLE 

The Michigan Trucking Association (MTA) provided the research 
team with a list of 20 Michigan-based carriers. The research 
team contacted these carriers to solicit their attitudes and 
comments on the three proposed regulations discussed here. 

The list included: nine (9) "Private Carriers" - producers or 
distributors which truck their own merchandise; five (5) ''Limited 
Carriers'' - for-hire carriers which are limited to trucking of 
specific commodities; six (6) "General Commodity Common Carriers" 

for-hire carriers which transport general commodities. In 
addition, the research team surveyed another two (2) Michigan
based carriers: Merillat, Inc., the largest US cabinet 
manufacturer (which installed OBR's in its private carrier 
fleet), and Gra-Bell (which has an "800" number on its trucks). 
The interviews where open-ended "on-site," or via telephone. The 
section below summarizes the results of these interviews. 

B. SUMMARY OF INTERVIEWS 

(1) Amway Corporation 
Ada, MI, (616) 676-6348, Marvin Huttanga, 10/13/88 

QQ .. e.t:.<:~.:tJ .. Q.tJ. ....... an.tL .. El.e .. e .. t ..... _$..t~.e.: Amway Corporation is a private carrier 
with common carrier authority. It has 25 drivers, 25 tractors, 
and 60 trailers. 

Q .. IJ .. ::: .. 6..QJa.t:.Q ........ R.e .. ~:<.9...r. . .d.e . .r .. s: Amway Corporation does not use OBR's. It 
tested Rockwell International OBR's, without driver's input, 
about 3 years ago, and decided not to use them. Reasons: 
hardware was not dependable, cumbersome in use, required an 
additional full-time employee to operate and monitor results, and 
was not cost effective. Also, Amway trucks have similar runs 
from two distribution centers every day with a general knowledge 
of travel distance and time. OBR's would not add much 
information to this knowledge. Finally, one can slow down the 
operating speed with alternative methods (i.e. governors). For 
these reasons, Amway .QRR.Q .. s.e .. s. mandatory use. 

I.r. .. Y.Q.K ...... I .. ct.e..n.t.5.f.i...~:;..a.t .. i9....n: Amway has i dent if i cation now ( i . e. logo) 
on its trucks. It sees no problems with truck identification. 
However, Amway suspects that an "800" telephone number will 
encourage the ''wrong element'' to make superfluous calls. 

B.e .. at:.:::.fn.d ........ B..!.ImR .. e .. t:.s.: current 1 y, Amway has on 1 y 45' tra i 1 ers. They 
do not see a problem with 22" bumpers on new trailers; however 
they see a problem if the rules involve retrofit. 
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(2) Consumer Power Company 
Jackson, MI, (517) 788-0266, Leo Porter, 10/18/88 

QQ .. !l1.r. .. a.t...i. .. on ...... .a.n.d ...... .E.le .. !l1 . .t ....... S..i ... ;:..!l1.: Consumer Power ( CP) is a private 
carrier with a fleet of 3,300 vehicles, both cars and trucks. CP 
has 1,170 trucks, about 20 tractors, about 20 semitrailers, and 
950 trailers (mostly small utility trailers). CP is the largest 
supplier of energy (gas & electricity) in Michigan, and uses its 
trucks with road crews . 

. Qn:::: .. 8..9 .. a.r..d ....... .R.e.~ .. o.t:..d.ll1 .. Cii: CP used tachographs on tractor during 1977-
1979. The tachographs were high maintenance items ,and as such 
their use was discontinued. CP does not need OBR's because most 
of its trucks are used only for one day at a time, many of them 
off the road, where speed is not an issue. Ninety-nine percent 
of its trucks have two-way radio communication, which is 
effective enough to monitor use. In summary, Consumers Power 
Company be 1 i eves that it does not need OBR' s, and .O.P .. P .. Q§.e.s. 
mandatory use . 

.I .. r..Y..c . .k ...... ..ld.!<!D..t .. H ... tr;;;.a..t..i. .. o..n : C P does not see a p rob 1 em w i t h t r u c k 
identification so long as a company's logo will suffice. CP has a 
logo on its vehicles, but no telephone number. A telephone 
number or address on its trucks is not meaningful because of its 
state-wide operation. CP is not regulated by the federal 
government because it operates only within the State. As such is 
not required to follow the federal identification rules. In 
summary CP is .f_o.r. 1 ogo (or company name), but .a.9.a..i .. n.s .. t mandatory 
address and phone number. 

(3) Farmers Petroleum 
Grand Ledge, MI, (517) 232-7000, Frank Griswold, 10/14/88 

0..P .. Il1 .. r..a.t...i .. o.n.... ... and.. .. ..EJ...e..e .. t. ...... .Sj .. ;:..e.: Farmers Petro 1 eum ( FP) has 10 tractor 
trailer tanks and 11 drivers. FP is a division of Michigan Farm 
Bureau, delivering liquid fuel throughout Michigan. FP is an 
interstate carrier because it operates (makes fuel ''pick-ups'') 
also in Ohio . 

. O .. n:::: .. ao .. at:..t;LR.e..c .. or .. d.e..r...a: current 1 y, FP has mechan i ca 1 tachographs on 
three (3) trucks, at a cost of $950 per unit, and is considering 
expanding the programs to all trucks. With a bigger fleet it 
might consider switching to electronic OBR's. FM is not worried 
about tampering with the tachographs, and considers them accurate 
record keepers and good investments. FP .§.Y . .P.P .. o..rJ; .. a ("think it is a 
good ide a") mandatory use of OBR' s, P..t:O.Y...i..d.!l1.Q. that they wi 11 be 
required by independent truckers as well . 

.TX .. !.!..Ck .... ..lde.n.t..if ... tc .. a.t. .. to.n: currently, FP has identification on both 
the cabs (name and Michigan Personal Identification Number, PIN) 
and the tra i 1 ers ( 1 ogo) of its trucks. FP a.Y.P . .QO.r..t..s. 
identification plus phone numbers on trucks, however, it has 
reservations about their use. 
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(4) Meijer, Inc. 
Grand Rapids, MI, (616) 453-6711, David Frey, Director of 
Transportation 

.QQ.e.r:.a.t.i.Q.tL.<l.t:Ld ..... .E.l..e..e.:t. ....... S.i. .. z..e: Meijer, Inc. is a private carrier. It 
has 96 tractors, 585 trailers, and 222 drivers. It travels about 
eleven million miles/year in Michigan . 

. Qn .. ::-..S.Q.EIJ:.d. .. J:l.e..c..o.r:.d .. !:U:§: Meijer, Inc. has only two (2) tractors with 
electronic OBR's. They are used solely for retraining drivers 
with problematic driving safety records. They do not consider 
OBR's useful for other purposes. Most of their trucks make 
repetitive, standard trips, which do not warrant monitoring. Also 
they have developed a productivity training program which 
increases efficiency, and have installed governors to control 
speed. Thus, OBR 's are an unnecessary expense. Meijer .Q .. P .. Q.Q§ .. !il .. § 

mandatory use. 

I.r:.uc.ls ....... I.d.e .. n.t .. tf .. t.;; .. at..i ... Q.t:l: Meijer has a company name posted in four 
places on the trailer, and three places on the tractor. They are 
exempt from FHWA identification rule because they do not operate 
in interstate commerce. They post the logo, but no telephone 
number, as a marketing tool, and receive 4-5 complaint calls per 
year. They .d.o_ ..... r.l.Q:t. ...... §.!.J.QP .. Q.l::t an "800" number, because they do not 
see in it any particular value. Those who want to contact Meijer 
can, and do it now, even without a posted number. However, they 
.d .. Q __ §.!.J.QQ.Q.r._t, some form of truck identification for owner-operated 
trucks . 

. B.e .. a.r:.::.En.d ..... J::l.YmP .. e..r:.§: The maximum trailer length operated by Meijer 
is 50 ft. They do not consider a problem with 22" bumpers rule, 
P .. r .. Q.Y ... i..d.e .. d. that it wi 11 not involve a retrofit. 

(5) Michigan Milk Producers Association 
Novi, MI, (313) 474-6672, Carl Rasch, 10/5/88 

.QQ.e..r .. a:t..i..Q.t:L..a.n..d . ....£J ... !il..e..:t .. ...S...i ... ~e. : M i c h i g an M i 1 k P rod u c e r s Ass o c i at i on 
(MMPA) operates about 50 tank trailers. MMPA owns the trailers 
and contracts private tractor operators to haul the milk tanks to 
processing plants and/or markets. A different organization, Milk 
Callers Association collects milk from the farms to collection 
terminals. The latter contracts about 250 owner-operated trucks 
for the milk collection. 

Qn= .. S..ru~.r.d ...... Re .. c. .. Q.r.d .. SU: .. §: MMPA is unique in that it does not own the 
power units. As such, it has no control over the use of OBR's, 
and it does not consider itself qualified to comment about their 
use, either mandatory or voluntary. 
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.I.rJJ.9..k. ...... l.d.§n..ti.J .. i.Q.Iat.t.9.tl: Given the fact that MMPA does not own the 
power unit, no MMPA identification is posted on its trucks. It is 
.i.n ........ f.a.Y .. Q.r.. of mandatory identification of some sort, however, it 
prefers a centralized "800" number for the whole State. 

He .. a.r. .. :::: .. En.d ....... S .. !.I.mP..e .. r.: MMPA has 40-43 ft single unit trucks. It does 
not see a problem with new (but not retrofit) 22" bumpers. All 
of MMPA tankers are purchased from Walker Brenner of Wisconsin, 
and it estimates no major difference in cost for new units. 

(6) Michigan Packaging Company 
Eaton Rapids, MI, (517) 663-8121, Wayne Miller, 10/14/88 

Qp .. e . .r..a.t ... i ... o .. n ....... an.d ...... ..E.J...a.e .. :t. .. ; .. :s..i ... ~.e.: Michigan Packaging Company ( MPC) is a 
manufacturer of corrugated boards. It is a private carrier using 
its trucks to deliver its product to costumers, mostly in 
Michigan and some in Ohio. MPC has 16 tractors, 34 trailers, and 
13 drivers . 

. Q.n_B.o.a.r:.d ........ B.e..I:< .. Q .. r.Q_e. .. r..;s.: At the present, MPC does not have any OBR' s. 
However, in the last year it became apparent that it will need 
them. MPC considers ORB an excellent tool to monitor speed, and 
would .!s..Y.P.P..O .. r...t mandatory use. It estimates that drivers attitude 
toward OBR's will be about equally divided for and against the 
device. 

I.r.:.IJ .. C.k ....... ld .. e.n.:t. .. i.f...i ... ~:< .. a.t .. i..on: At the present time MPC has its name and 
address posted on all of its trucks, and considers it a good 
practice. It does not have a telephone number, and considers it 
unnecessary. In summary, it wi 11 .§..!.IP..P..9Lt truck identification of 
some sort, but n..o.:t a phone number ( "800, • or regu 1 ar). F ina 11 y, 
MPC estimates that the initial cost of signing is about $300 
(design plus dye) and $10-15 for each set . 

. R.e..a.r..:::: .. En9 ....... B.Y.mP .. e..r:.§: MPC has two 53 ft. trailers with 22" bumpers 
which do not present any particular problem. 

(7) Spartan Stores, Inc. 
Wyoming, MI, (616) 878-2367, Frank Leech, 11/5/88 

QJ:l .. !i!.r. .. a.:t...i...on ....... an.li .... F.J ... e .. e .. t ...... $...i .. i:..e.: Spartan is a private carrier having 
its own fleet of 150 tractors, 300 trailers. Its primary market 
area (supermarkets) includes Michigan, Indiana, and Ohio . 

.Qn.::.B.9 .. a.t:9 .. .....B..e .. c.Q.r..9.SU: .. §: Spartan has Cedac 3000 OBR' s on a 11 of its 
trucks. It considers Cedac 3000 a superior instrument because it 
offers more options than other OBR's. It experimented with them 
last year, and eventually installed them on all trucks this year. 
Currently, all of its drivers are going through training to 
familiarize them with the new technology. In general, drivers' 
response is positive because the Obr's eliminated paper work. As 
for mandatory use, Mr. Leech considered it ".lJ .. O.d.lJ .. e . ......l;l.y_r...d.e .. n • on 
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independent operators, unless they are incorporated by all truck 
manufacturers. The main reason is cost, which averages about 
$1,300 per unit. He would like to see training for State Police 
and Motor Carrier Division personnel in interpreting OBR results. 

R..~.<:~.r.:.=.En.d .... J:!.!.Im.R..e .. cs: The 1 ongest tra i 1 ers ope rated by Spartan 
Stores are of 50 ft. (which currently are not required to have 
22'' bumpers). However, Spartan considers it a good safety rule, 
and .§L\J..R.P .. Q.r. .. t.s 22" bumpers on all trucks, provided that they will 
be required only on new trailers, and not as retrofits. 

(8) Steelcase, Inc. 
Grand Rapids, MI, (616) 247-2710, William Kaat, 10/13/88 

QP.e .. r..a.t ... i ... Q.Il. .... an.d..... .. E .. le .. ~ .. t ..... ..sJ ... :<:..~: Stee 1 case Inc. is a private carrier. 
It has two fleets: first, a "highway, interstate fleet" which has 
68 tractors, 230 trailers, and 230 drivers; and second, a "city 
fleet'' which has 156 tractors and 115 trailers, and operates in 
Michigan within a 60 mile radius of Grand Rapids. 

Q.n:: .. B.Q .. a.r. ... d. .... .R.~.Q . .Q.t:.d.~r:..s: Steelcase experimented with OBR's (by 
Rockwell International), and dismissed their use. They required 
''double check'' (of both manual and automated records) and 
eventually increased paper work. Also, the "city fleet'' operates 
in a repetitive and routine manner, which does not warrant OBR's. 
Based on its own experience and other reason, listed below, 
Stee 1 case o..P . .R..Q .. § .. !a.§. mandatory use of OBR' s. It fe 1 t that those 
carriers who want to cheat will do so with or without OBR's, and 
that this does not justify "punishing'' the majority of the 
safe/honest operators. Also, he did not believe that the 
devices, by themselves, improve safety . 

.I.r.:.!.I.Q .. fs. ...... :I .. d.~n.t.i..f..i.g_a.tj_Q.n : S tee 1 case has i t 1 o go on i ts t r u c k s . I t 
does not see an advantage in posting a telephone number ("800," 
or regular) and will QP.P .. Q.§ .. ~ it. In the past Steelcase posted an 
''800" number on its trucks. The system was never used by the 
public, and as such, it was eventually eliminated. 

Re.a.r::: .. E.n.li .... B .. Y..!ll.R..~.r.s: Stee 1 case has 43 ft. , 48 ft. , and 53 ft. 
tra i 1 ers; the 1 atter with 22" bumpers. Stee 1 case has .!J .. Q ...... P..CQ.QJ...em 
with 22" bumpers so long as there is a "grandfather clause." 
However, it stated that a different dual regulation system 
(federal and state) does not make much sense, when 75% of all 
trailers operating in Michigan are out-of-state. 

(9) Thorn Apple Valley, Inc. 
Grand Rapids, MI, (616) 774-0711, Richard Waite, Safety Director 
for the Grand Rapids fleets, 12/5/88 

.QP . .e.r:.at.J..R..n.....a.n.cLF_l.e.e.t ...... S..i ... ~e: Thorn App 1 e va 11 ey is a meat product 
producer which has several truck fleets: In Grand Rapids (a) a 
private operator with 60 tractors and 125 trailers for food 
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related items, and (b) "National Food Express Inc.," an ICC-ruled 
and regulated fleet of 30 tractors; in Detroit (c) part of the 
''Frederick Division, 15 tractors and 35-40 trailers, and (d) 
''Wayne Soap Division" with 5 tank trucks. 

Qn::::..S..o .. a.r..d ....... Re .. Q .. Q.t::~.e .. r.s.: Thorn Apple Valley (TAV) tested OBR's by 
Rockwell International, but had problems with reading and 
interpreting the data. Nevertheless, it would like to see them 
on truck fleets in order to keep the industry operating in the 
most 1 ega 1 manner. In summary, it S .. !.I.P.P..Q.t::.t .. s ........ t..b.e. .. i.t:: .. _.JJ.s .. e ............. b.!.l.t. ...... .n.o .. t. 
man .. d.a.t..o .. t::Y. .• 

.I.t:: .. Y.~:<1Ll.Q . .e .. n.t...i .. f .. .t~:<.a.t...i ... Q.O: TAV has its 1 ago on a 11 of its trucks, but 
no telephone number. However it sees a problem with a 
requirement to post identification on all trailers, because many 
of them are interchangeable. It has n.o_ .... Q.bj .. e.s;;.:t...i . .Q.r.J. to mandatory 
identification of some sort, which could be helpful to the 
motoring public. However, it .Q.P.P..Q§ .. e_s a requirement for an "800" 
number, because it will generate superfluous calls. 
8.e..a.t::.::-J; .. n.d ....... 6 .. !JIDQ..e..t::: TVA has no 53 ft. Trailers. Their longest is 
48 ft. It has n .. Q_Q..bJ.e..Q .. t.j .. Q.r.J. to 22" bumper if required on 1 y on new 
(rather than retrofit) trailers. 

(10) A&C Carriers of Detroit 
(517) 423-7887, William Feight, 12/16/88 

QP .. e .. r. .. a.:t..i ... Q.I:J. ....... an.d ...... .E..l.e .. e .. t. .. _S .. t;::..e. : A & c i s a " 1 i m i ted car r i e r , " h au 1 i n g 
gasoline and petroleum products, mostly in Michigan (95%), and 
some in Indiana and Ohio. As such it is an interstate carrier. 
It has a fleet of tanker trailers with 45 power units. Three 
years ago it was bought by, and became part of Bassett 
Transportation . 

. Qn.:: .. 6.Q.a.t::.d .. _ .. R!ot<;;..QJ: .. d.e..r...§: A&C had been using mechan i ca 1 tachog raphs on 
all of its truck for many years. Two years ago it stopped using 
them due to changes in union contracts. Previously, drivers were 
paid on per-mile basis, recorded by the tachographs. Two years 
ago they switched to payment as percent of value, and the 
tachographs were not useful for this purpose anymore. However, 
A&C is in the process of reinstalling them, to be completed in 
several months. A&C elected to return to mechanical, rather than 
electronic, OBR's because the cost of the latter is too high 
($2,000/unit plus $6,000 for PC and downloading device, according 
to A&C). Mr. Feight considers mandatory OBR' s a "9..Q . .Q.d ...... ...i ... d .. e .. a," so 
long that it is legislated na.t..t.Q.r.J..a .. LlY..· He felt that a State 
action a 1 one is counterproductive. As such, he o.P.P..Q.S..e .. d. mandating 
this use at this time. He was particularly worried about the 
out-of-state independent truckers who tend to violate safety 
rules . 

.J...r.Y.~:<k ..... I. .. d .. e..n.t...i .. .f ... i...Q .. a .. t. .. io..n : A & C has both a 1 o go and an i dent if i cat i on 
on its trucks. As an interstate carrier and carrier of hazardous 
materials A&C had to comply with the latter by law. Presently, 
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A&C does not post a telephone number. In the past it did post 
it, but it was not useful: '' all of the complaints were about 
broken windshields." An "800" system "m.tsh.t ........ b.e. ...... a .. _ .. 9.Q.Q.d ...... ...i ... d.e.a," but 
on 1 y if imp 1 emented Qll ...... n.a.t . .Lo.n.a..l ... J .. e.Y.J~_l. Another p rob 1 em with an 
''800" is the need to assign a person to handle the calls and 
complaints. 

Re.a.r:.:: .. E.m:I ...... 6..YlllP..!:lJ:..§: A&C has many 53 ft. tra i 1 ers with 22" bumpers. 
It has no problem with them because its trucks do not have to 
back-up into loading docks. However, A&C is aware of and 
sympathetic to such problems encountered by those carriers which 
do have to use loading docks. 

(11) Davis Cartage Co. 
Corruna, MI, (517) 743-4445, John Stehlic, 10/12/88 

QQ.e .. r:.a.:t...i .. Q.I:l ....... an.d ..... ..E..l.e..e..:t ........ S...i .. z .. e.: Davis Cartage (DC) is a 1 imited. 
carrier with a 40-tractor fleet. 

Qn.:: .. 6..Q.a.r..d ........ Re..c .. Q.r. . .d .. e .. r.:..~;~: DC has had Rockwell International OBR's 
(with no driver entry) on all of its trucks for almost one year. 
Six or seven years ago DC had tachographs, but eliminated them 
because they were not tamper-proof. DC considers OBR 's ".t.b .. e ........ b.e..s .. t. 
man.as.e..me.n.t .... J:..Q.Q.l" it has introduced for. its truck fleet operation. 
The current system does identify the driver, and in the near 
future DC will experiment with the add-on of driver's entry. DC 
uses OBR's to monitor and reward safe driving: drivers with an 
average speed up to 57.1 mile/hr receive .5 cents/mile bonus, 
57.1-59.1 mph no bonus, and if average speed is over 59.1 mph, 5% 
of the time the driver could lose his job. As a result, accident 
rates dropped sharply. In spite of its successful experience 
with OBR's DC QQ.P.Q .. s .. e.§.l. mandatory use. It is worried that if they 
become mandatory, they will be abused in litigation. 

(12) Eagle Expediting, Inc. 
Brighton, MI, (313) 227-4423, Robert Keller, President, 10/13/88 

QP...e .. r.:.a.tj .. o .. n._an.d ..... £1.e .. e..t ..... ..S...i.z:e.: Eag 1 e Exped i t i n g ( E E ) i s a 1 i m i ted 
carrier with a fleet of 170 trucks (no trailers). EE specializes 
in delivery of auto parts. It is a "niche'' carrier, responding 
to short calls for delivery . 

. Qn_::.6.o_a.r.:.d ...... E.e..Q .. Q.r.:.d .. e.r_~;~: Current 1 y EE does not have OBR' s. However, 
in 1985 it did install tachographs on all of its trucks, at an 
average cost of $850/unit, and "it was a nightmare." EE did not 
realize any benefits from the tachograph, and eventually 
dismantled all of them. EE, which seems to have a strong 
marketing philosophy and programs, indicated that it might 
utilize OBR's by Rockwell International as a marketing tool (e.g. 
high-tech image). 
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EE is using its "800" system to monitor drivers' travel time. 
Drivers report by telephone several times daily their location 
and/or completion of delivery. In addition, EE is considering a 
different technology- a satellite vehicle locater- for 
monitoring its fleet, and already had a first meeting on the 
subject with the Sony Company. Mr. Keller indicated that ORB 
might be a good management (not necessarily safety) tool for some 
companies, and it's their own decision whether to use it. But 
the state should not interfere. In summary, EE Q.P..P .. Q .. S .. !:t.§. mandatory 
use of OBR's. 

I.t:.l,l!;;..I:LI . .d .. en.:t.tf.t~:<.;a:t . .Lon : E a g 1 e Ex p e d i t i n g has had an " 8 0 0 " n um be r 
on its trucks for a long time (for that reason it is included 
also in the national survey of ''800" users). This is in addition 
to a 1 arge 1 ogo. EE considers the "800" an ..i .. .mP..Q.r.::t..an:t ....... m;a.r.k.e.:t..i..n.g 
.:t .. Q.Q.L and had an excellent experience with it. It is used by 
drivers, clients, and for communication with the motoring public. 
It cost EE about $12,000 per month ''and it's worth it." EE 
.S .. !JP.P..Q.t:.t..s mandatory truck identification, including an "800". 
With improved identification "the highways will become more 
pleasant". 

H.e.a.r..:: .. E.oJL . .EI.!J.IT.IP .. e.r.:.s: EE has had 21" bumpers on a 11 of its trucks 
for the past six years. It designed its own 21" bumpers (see 
appendix), and wi 11 S...Yl<P.Q.r.:.:t. 22" bumpers on all Michigan trucks. 

(13) G&B Transportation Company 
Grand Rapids, MI, (616) 459-7241, Robert Stouten, 9/8/88 

OP .. e.r.:.a.:t.i.Q.n ....... an.d.. .... E..te.e .. :t._Jii..z..e.: G&B is a 1 i mi ted carrier, operating in 
both interstate and intrastate commerce. G&B is unique in that 
it operates only "flat bed" trailers (of various sizes). G&B has 
a fleet of 28 company-owned and 27 contracted tractors, and 60 
drivers. 

Q.n=.B.Q.a.t:.d.. .. .H.ru:<.o.r..d.e.r.s: G&B had tachographs on its f 1 eet about 1 0-1 5 
years ago. It was not satisfied with them because they could be 
easily altered, and eliminated them. It has constant contact and 
control of drivers by telephone and has governors to control 
speed. It considers these methods sufficient. G&B has discussed 
with Rockwell International OBR's, but decided that at the 
present time it does not need them. G&B indicated that it 
.Ql:!P .. Q.§.!:t£1 and will fight vehemently the concept of "black box." 
Mr. Stouten indicated that it is well known that some truckers 
have violated the log book, and that "the guy who cheats now, 
will find a way to cheat the OBR as well; in reality, the 
proposed regulation would just put more pressure on the honest," 

T.r..!J.Q.lL.I .. d.e..n.:t .. i.f..i.c..a.:t..i...Q.t:l: G&B has identification on the cabs of its 
trucks. It is practically impossible to post identification on a 
flat-bed trailer. The company receives about 3-5 call per year, 
but suspects that it would receive 100 uncalled-for calls with an 
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"800" system. It Q.P.P. .. Q.S .. e.§ any identification which is only 
Michigan-based, but will support any federal rule . 

. R.e .. a.c::..En.~::L .. J3..Y.m.P..er .. !iii : G & B QP..P .. Q!>.e.lL .. any __ r:.YJ.e ..... Y.!..b.i~...b .... .J .. !>-.. J1.o.t. .... .fe.de.r.a.1 , 
however, it will go along with federal and/or other regulations 
on this subject. 

(14) Gorter Motor Express Inc. 
Grand Rapids, MI, (616) 453-7573, Edith Gorter, 12/15/88 

.QP..e..r...a...t...i..o.n ...... a.n.d ... .£ . .1.e .. e.t •... S. .. i.z.e: Gorter Motor Express ( GME) is an 
interstate carrier, specializing in furniture delivery. GME has 
18 power units and 57 trailers. It has been in existence at 
least since 1919, and currently is one of the few Women Business 
Enterprise (WBE) trucking companies in Michigan. 

9.n.:: .. B..Q.a.r:.d ...... R.!i:LQ.Q.C.d.e.r::.§: Ms. Gorter indicated that she "Does not 1 ike 
the concept of OBR's.· She does not like to watch her employees 
every minute (with OBR's). GME prides itself on having good 
people, and it is unnecessary and demeaning to monitor them 
continuously. GME has engine computers (monitor engine 
performance) and governors on all of its trucks, and this is 
sufficient. GME will Q.P..P..Q.s.e. any mandatory use of OBR's. 

I.r:.Y.C . .f.L..I..ct.e . .n.tj..Li . .c..a.t.to.n: GME has a 1 ways posted i dent if i cation on 
the cabs of its trucks (since 1919). It includes ''Grand Rapids," 
but no phone number. GME does not like the idea of posting any 
phone number. It gets about 2 calls per year and "does not need 
any more." It will QP.P. .. Q .. s .. e mandatory "800" number. Also, it 
indicated that it uses many rental trailers, and as a result does 
not see that a requirement to post identification on trailers is 
applicable. 

(15) Alvan Motor Freight 
Kalamazoo, MI, (616) 382-4574, Lee Kundz, 11/9/88 

O.P..e .. r:.a.:t.i..o.n. .... a.n.ct. .. £.1.e.e . .t. .. sj.z.e : 
commodity common carrier, 
northern Indiana. It has 
trailers. 

Alvan Motor Freight (AMF) is a general 
operating mostly in Michigan and 
a fleet of 160 tractors and 450 

Q.n::: .. 6..Q.a.r .. d ...... R.e.c..Q.r::.ct.e.c§: AMF is in the process of experimenting with 
OBR's, installing five Cedac OBR's, with no drivers' input, on 
its trucks at the cost of about $900 per unit. In the future, 
the company might expand to units with drivers' input at the cost 
of about $1 , 500. AMF Q.P..P. .. Q.s .. e .. s. mandatory use of OBR' s, main 1 y 
because they are too expensive . 

.I.r:.Y.c .. k ..... l.d.en.:t.H.tc.a.:tj_Q.n: AMF has a 1 ways posted an i dent if i cation, 
but no phone number, on the cabs of its trucks. It feel that 
every truck !>-b.Q.!..tl~:L .. Q.Q.s .. :t .... a.n..._ict.e.n.t .. if..i..c..a.t . .i..Q.n • It sees a pro b 1 em i n 
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posting identification on trailers because many times it carries 
other companies' trailers. 

Re . .ar..::.E.Ud .... J3 .. Y .. m.Q.e . .r..&: AMF does not see a problem with 22" bumpers, 
however, it prefers to see federal (rather than State) rules.] 

(16) Bishop Motor Express, Inc. 
Lansing, MI, (517) 332-0170, Cornie Bishop, 12/15/88 

Q.Q.e . .r .. a.tJ.Qn ....... an.Ji .... .EJ .. e..e..:t ........ a.t.z.e.: Bishop Motor Express (BME) is an 
interstate carrier, operating nation-wide. It has a fleet of 80 
tractors and 400 trailers. Mr. Bishop stated that on all of 
these issues the BME position is the same as the position taken 
by the American Trucking Association (ATA) . 

. Qn.:: .. B.o .. a.r .. ,L.B..e.c .. Q.r..ct.e.r .. &: BME has had Rockwell International OBR's on 
al1 of its trucks over the last 4-5 years. They are used purely 
as a management tool. Speed is controlled with governors. In 
spite of the fact that BME has OBR's on its fleet, it is .a.9.a..i ... O..§. .. t 
m.a.n.d.a.t .. Q.r.Y. ........ Y.§..e.. It argued that there are other, more effective 
means (e.g. governors) to control speed. 

I .. r..Y.C .. f.s. ....... I .. d.e.n..t.i.f .. .tJ:;; .. a.:tj .. Q.n: BME has had an "80 0 " number for about 
three years. It did not receive many calls, and did not find the 
system very useful. Hence, it discarded the posting of the ''800'' 
number on its new trailers. It .Qtl . .Q.Q£Hil.& mandatory posting of 
identification and the ''800'' number on trailers, mainly because 
it carries many leased trailers, not only its own. 

Re .. a.L .... E.u.d.. .... El.Ymtte.rJ>: BME runs daub 1 e 45' tra i 1 e rs, so it had no 
experience with 22" bumpers. Nevertheless, it .Q.Q.tl..Q..§..eJ> two sets 
of rules (federal and State). It believes in ''one universal 
ru 1 e." 

(17) Central Transport, Inc. 
Sterling Heights, MI, (313) 939-7000, James D. Payne, 9/8/88 

.QP..e..r_a.:t...t01L . .amL.£J .. e..e. .. t_$.j.z..e : Cent r a 1 T ran s p o r t I n c . ( CT) i s a 1 a r g e 
interstate carrier, having more than 9000 tractor-trailers and 30 
terminals, and operating mainly east of the Mississippi. In 
general, CT .O.tl.tl .. Q.§. .. e ... e. any dual (federal and State) rules. It 
supports only one set of rules - by the federal government. 

Qn .. ::.6.Q.a.r.d ....... R.e..c .. o .. r.d.e .. r.,s. : c T has a " Geos tar " system for t ruck 
location. It will support only federally mandated rules . 

.I .. r .. Y.c..f.s. .. _l .. d.e.n:tj .. .f_i .. J:;;..a:t ... tQ.n : As an i n te r state car r i e r CT a 1 ready has an 
ICC identification. It .Qtl . .QQ.§. .. e..& State regulation. 

R.e..a.r.:: .. E.U.<:L6Ymtl . .e .. L$.: CT O.tl.tl .. O .. §. .. e..§.. State ru 1 es. 
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(18) Jones Transfer Company 
Monroe, MI, (313) 241-4120, Robert J. (Mick) Duffey II, 9/9/88 

QP .. e .. r: .. a.tj ... Qn. ...... an.d. ...... Lle .. e..:t_ ... S.J.i:..e.: Jones Transfer Company ( JTC) is an 
interstate carrier, having a fleet of 500 tractors and 2000 
trailers. It operates from 28 centers, mainly in Michigan, Ohio, 
Indiana, Kentucky, and Tennessee. The headquarters are in 
Monroe, Michigan . 

.Qn.:: .. El.Q.a.r:..ct ... Jie..C. .. Q.l:.d.e..r: .. s: For the 1 ast ha 1 f year, JTC has been testing 
5 Rockwell International OBR's. They cost over $1,000 per unit. 
JTC already has a computerized log program (not connected to 
OBR' s). JTC .QPJ:l.Q .. §.Sl_$ mandatory OBR' s in Michigan for two reasons. 
JTC claims that statistics shows that only 1% of federal DOT 
reported accidents are repeatable, so OBR's could not help in 
''sorting out" these accidents. More importantly, mandatory use 
only by Michigan will put Michigan-based carriers at a financial 
disadvantage. 

ILY..C..k. ...... I .. d.e .. n.:t .. Hj ... Q.a.tj_Qn: JTC has an i dent if i cation ( 1 ogo) on a 11 of 
its trucks. Currently, JTC receives about 1 call per week. It 
expects that with an "800" it might go to 2 calls per week. 
However, JTC is worried that an "800" will be an open invitation 
to insurance '"schemes," and fraud. A posted sign would cost 
about $5 per trailer, an additional cost of $10,000 to its fleet. 

Re .. a.r: .. :: .. En.d. ...... El.!.lmP..e . .r:.s.: JTC has about fifty 53 ft. trailers. It sees 
n .. Q... ... P.r:...o.bJ...ems for retrofits. However, it indicated that even 
though it might be an improved safety feature it presents a 
problem for shippers at loading docks. Another comment was that 
the 22" bumpers need bracing to serve their purpose. 

(19) Kerry Transport 
Saginaw, MI, (517) 754-6871, John Doyle, 12/5/88 

OP..e..ca.ti .. Q.Il. ..... an .. ~:L..El.e..e..t_S .. ii:..e.: Kerry Transport ( KT) is an interstate 
carrier having 6 tractors, 22 trailers, and 7 full time drivers. 
It operates mainly in Michigan, and also in northern Ohio and the 
Chicago area . 

.O.t:t::..El.QiaLd ... ...B..e .. C. .. Q.J:.d.e.t:l>: KT does not have OBR' s on its trucks. Years 
ago it used tachographs, but eliminated them because of much 
tampering by the drivers. KT QP.P.Q.s .. e..s mandatory use of OBR's. It 
argued that mechanical failures cause only a small fraction of 
accidents, and that the ultimate responsibility lays with the 
driver. Technology is not a substitute for this fact. The cost 
of OBR's is too high, and it can not pass this cost to customers 
while remaining competitive . 

. I.t:!.!J:;..k....J: .. d.e..ntif_i...r;;;_a.tJ_o..n: As an interstate carrier KT has 
identification on the cabs of its tractors. It does not believe 
that additional identification is needed on the trailer, and 
wou 1 d .QP.P.Q.§...e. such ru 1 es. 
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R.e..!:l.r.:.::.fn.d. ...... Ety.mp .. e..r..J:l.: KT has ICC-regulated bumpers on its trailers. 
It considers 22" bumpers "UQ.:t. __ .a_J:l.a.d ... _i...d.e..a," because of the 
increased number of small cars on the highways. 

(20) Parker Motor Freight, Inc. 
Petosky, MI, (616) 347-4120, John Parker, 12/20/88 

QP .. e..r. .. a.:t.j .. Q.O. ....... a.nd ..... ..EJ.e.e .. t ....... .S .. .t~.e. : Parke r Mo to r F r e i g h t ( PM F ) i s an 
interstate carrier having a fleet of 100 power units, 270 
semitrailers, and 270 employees. It has 9 terminals in Michigan 
and its gross revenue is about $50 million per year. 

Qn.:: .. ao .. a.r.:.d ....... B.e..Q . .Q.t::.d.e..r...s. : PM F started i ns ta 1 1 i n g Rock we 1 1 
International OBR's on its fleet about five years ago, and by 
now, about 70% of its trucks have them. They were not installed 
on trucks which operate mostly within the city for short 
distances. The OBR's used by PMF do not have hardware for 
drivers' input. PMF considers this add-on to be too expensive. 
PMF QQP .. Q!il .. !il.S.. mandatory use of OBR' s. It be 1 i eves that they are 
effective only if and when a company is committed to react to 
their results. It does not believe that ''fly-by-night'' operators 
will react to them even if they were mandated. 

I..t::.Y.Q .. k ... -l .. d.ent.1f...tg .. a.:t...i .. Q.O. : PM F has i dent i f i cat i on on the cab of i ts 
trucks, and a logo on the back and two sides of its trailers. It 
considers identification and logo a good advertising tool. 
However, "_it. __ ...i .. a .... n.Q.:t. ...... en..t.h .. Y.S.i..a.s .. t .. .tc" about posting phone numbers on 
its trucks because they use many leased trailers, and also 
because a mandatory phone number will put Michigan-based 
companies at disadvantage . 

.B.e .. a.r:.::.E.n.d .. __ S.J.l.!llP .. e..r..s.: PMF has two 53 ft. trailers with 22" bumpers. 
In addition, most of its bumpers are 24". The 24" bumpers seem 
to serve the purpose, in particular with auto manufacturing 
companies that lock trailers to the loading docks. In spite of 
it own positive experience, PMF would Q.Q.J;l.Q.l> .. e. mandatory 22" 
bumpers in Michigan. It prefers to see and follow a federal 
rule. 

(21) Merrilat Industries, Inc. 
Adrian, MI, (517) 263-8282, Chuck Hanneman, 7/29/88 

QP .. e .. r. .. a...t .. Lo .. n .... ....<and. ...... E .. le.e..t ...... _Sj..z.e : Me r r i 1 at i s the 1 a r ges t cab i net rna k e r 
in the US. It has plants throughout the U.S. (in Michigan, 
Minnesota, Ohio, Virginia, South Dakota, and Nevada) with 
headquarters in Adrian, Michigan. Merrilat at Adrian has its own 
fleet of 12 tractors. However, it also utilizes common carriers. 
About 50% of its delivery is made by common carriers. Its own 
fleet specializes in delivery among its plants and to customers 
on the East Coast. Its trucks usually make a weekly roundtrip 
averaging 2,400 miles/truck/week. 
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0J1:: .. 6 .. Q.a.r. . .ct ..... .R.e .. c.Q.r.o .. e .. r::.l>.: Merri 1 at started i nsta 11 i ng Rockwe 11 
International OBR's on its fleet in 1980. Currently, all trucks, 
with the exception of those which operate short distances (i.e. 
haulers of scrap, and local) have OBR's with drivers' input. 
Merrilat is enthusiastic about the OBR's as a safety and 
management tool. Mr. Hanneman indicated that without the OBR's, 
Merrilat would have probably had to dismantle its own Michigan 
fleet. It is important for Merrilat to have its own fleet for 
marketing purposes, and in order to have self control of its 
operation. Merrilat experienced improved fuel efficiency and 
safety with the OBR's. The drivers receive a weekly report, and 
are kept informed about their performance. It is not a ''black
box" operation. 

The cost of the ORB system for Merrilat was (rounded): On-board 
recorder $14,400- $18,000 (@ $1,200- $1,400 per unit); Reader 
$4,.500; Computer $1,500; and Software $2,000. The total cost of 
about $25,000 was estimated to be recovered (''pay-back'') in 24 
months. In reality, it was realized in 6 months. 
Merrilat considers OBR's very useful as a management tool, but 
.d...i..ct ..... .not. cons...i oer.. ;;;~ ma.ncta.to .. r.Y. ...... r..e.Q.!.l.i . .r emen .. :t. .... ne .. ~::< e .. s. .. §a.r. .. x: . 

Ir..!.l.~::<.k ..... I .. ct.e .. n:t...i.f..i .. ~::< .. Sit..i ... Qn: Mer r i 1 at has its 1 ogo on a 1 1 of its 
trucks, and considers it an important marketing tool. It does 
not consider a telephone number necessary: "those who want to 
contact us, succeed, " and wou 1 d .QQP. .. Q§.S! a mandatory "800" number 
because it would generate superfluous calls . 

.R.e .. a.r. .. :: .. En.d ...... S .. YmP..e.r. .. s.: Merril at has no problems with 22" bumpers, so 
long as they would not involve retrofits. 

(22) Gra-Be11 
Holland, MI, (800) 632-5302, Ron Nyhoff, 
For details see survey of national ''800'' number. 
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7. SYNTHESIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. GENERAL 

Several observations and generalizations should be made before 
coming to conclusions about the specific proposed rules analyzed 
and evaluated in this study. 

(1) In spite of the name "Trucking," the trucking industry is not 
homogeneous - not in company size, vehicle type, or mode of 
operation. Hence, one should be careful in applying a rule to 
this non-homogeneous industry. 

Company size: The USDOT has on record about 200,000 (interstate) 
trucking companies, about 75% of which are single-vehicle ''owner
operated," companies, and another 13.5% operate between 2 to 6 
vehicles. Only slightly more than 10% have more than 6 vehicles. 
So, a cost of regulation which may be easily borne by a large 
fleet could impose an undue hardship on the vast majority of 
truck operators. 

Type of Vehicles: There are short trucks and long trucks, 
tractor-trailers and doubles, van bodies and flat beds, hoppers 
and tanks, those with fixed wheels and those with adjustable 
tandem bogies - to mention only a few. A rigid rule for a 
structural feature may be difficult to implement across the full 
range of vehicle types. 

Type of Operation: There are interstate and intrastate operators, 
general commodity and specialized carriers, haulers for-hire and 
private fleets, owner-operators and company drivers, commodity 
haulers and utility trucks. Again, it is difficult to identify a 
simple rule that could apply to all. 

(2) Many trucks operate across State boundaries in interstate 
commerce, and as such are already subjected to the federal rules 
of the ICC and FHWA. In addition,all new trucks are subjected to 
the safety regulations of the NHTSA. Thus, any State-level rules 
must give due recognition to the interstate and federal issues. 

(3) The proposed safety rules could be applied legally only to 
Michigan-based companies. Thus, the economic cost of compliance 
for Michigan-based companies must be considered as an issue 
pertaining to commercial competitiveness. All of the proposed 
rules have economic consequences, either large or small. 

B. IMPROVED TRUCK IDENTIFICATION 

The concern for an efficient means of reporting unsafe truck 
drivers, raised by the Michigan Interagency Truck Committee in 
its proposed rule for truck identification, has been recently 
addressed to a large extent by the federal rule on this subject 
(see Chapter 3, pages 4-5 of this report, "Section 390.21: 
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Marking of Motor Vehicles"). The new USDOT rule shows clearly 
that the concern for truck identification raised by Michigan 
policy makers has also been acknowledged at the federal level. 
Because of the new USDOT rule, all Michigan-based trucking 
companies operating in interstate commerce have been posting the 
federally-mandated truck identification since November 15, 1988. 
Many Michigan-based trucking companies are certified to operate 
in interstate commerce, and as such have already an "improved 
truck identification'' system. It seems redundant to impose an 
additional State-based rule on them. However, Michigan can 
enhance the USDOT rule by applying it to Michigan-based trucking 
companies which operate only within the State and/or those which 
are exempt from the federal rule for other reasons. 

The new USDOT rule does not require a posted toll-free telephone 
number. Most Michigan-based trucking companies surveyed in this 
study opposed mandatory posting of a toll-free telephone number. 
The cost of this action is prohibitive to small companies. Our 
conservative estimate of 3 to 10 hours use per month implies an 
annual cost of $870 to $2,820. This is quite a high cost to the 
independent trucker. Besides, who will answer the "800'' calls 
when the owner-operator is on the road? · 

In contrast to the perception of companies which do not post a 
toll free number, our survey indicated that superfluous calls are 
almost non-existent. On the other hand, many companies surveyed 
in this study reported that their experience shows that the 
existing mandatory posting of owner identification to be 
sufficient, by itself, to enable reporting by concerned 
motorists. 

As an alternative, the State might want to consider an MDOT "800" 
for reporting truck unsafe driving (or praises) to be operated 
and paid for by the State. Alternatively, the toll-free number 
could be operated by the Michigan Trucking Association (MTA), 
similar to the system initiated by the California Trucking 
Association (CTA) - The CTA Hot Line (see Appendix C). 

In summary, we recommend mandating the new federal rule, as 
detailed in Chapter 3, pages 4-5 of this report, for all 
Michigan-based exempt (from federal rule) carriers, and 
initiating an experimental program for a State-based toll-free 
number. 

C. MANDATORY ON-BOARD RECORDERS 

With recent technological developments, On-Board Recorders (OBR), 
and particularly the electronic ones, have proven to be reliable 
instruments to continuously monitor vehicle and driver 
performance. They can also provide an excellent management tool 
for improved productivity as exemplified by Frito-Lay and the 
Merrilat companies, to mention only two. Their impact on 
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improved safety is inconclusive. Other less expensive means, 
such as governors, can control speed as well. 

The main problem with OBR's is that their cost is still high, 
given the resources of the small operators (the great majority of 
all trucking companies). FHWA estimated that the cost of 
installing OBR's plus supporting hardware and software for a 
fleet of 10 vehicles will be approximately $35,000 during the 
first year. We note that this cost has been declining. OBR 
manufacturers and users. indicated to the research team that a 
single unit cost was ''only'' $1,200 versus the FHWA estimate of 
$1,750. Nevertheless the system cost for a fleet of ten vehicles 
still remains in the neighborhood of $30,000. 

Based mainly on consideration of cost, FHWA rejected mandatory 
use of OBR's. We see no compelling argument for imposing such 
costs peculiarly in Michigan. One should note that even the 
interviewed Michigan-based carriers which had and were satisfied 
with OBR' s opposed m.a.n.d.a.:t.Qr.Y. use. 

Finally, even if OBR's were mandated there is no indication that 
the regulatory authorities in Michigan are prepared to make use 
of the potentially immense amount of new data that would be 
generated. In our view, this final item is perhaps most 
significant. That is, it is an unattractive prospect that a new 
practice for monitoring truck operations would be mandated 
without a definitive plan and commitment for follow-through by 
the government sector. Since the technical, political, and 
administrative dimensions of such a plan are great, and since the 
cost/benefit argument for mandatory OBR's is not compelling 
(given that companies would not necessarily adopt the internal 
practices which are crucial to OBR effectiveness), we do not 
recommend mandatory use of OBR's in Michigan 

D. 22" BUMPERS 

Analyses of research done by NHTSA indicates that the 22" bumper 
is effective in reducing underride fatalities and injury. The 
additional cost of installing the 22" guard following, in 
general, the proposed NHTSA standards, is estimated to cost only 
about $70 more than current (ICC) guard. The cost, per guard, to 
the consumer (for payload displacement and extra fuel) is 
estimated to increase from $50 for current (ICC) guard to about 
$120 (1988 $'s). This cost is relatively low given the apparent 
potential for reducing injuries and fatalities. Also, Michigan 
already allows heavier-than-average loads on its highways, so the 
economic cost of the new guard could be offset by the additional 
load allowed in the State. Finally, most interviewed carriers 
support this rule for new (rather than retrofit) trucks. 
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Hence, we recommend to adoption of a simplified version of the 
proposed NHTSA rule, as it has already been implemented for 53' 
trucks in Michigan. See details in appendix F. 
We be 1 i eve that Michigan should ( 1) mandate the 22" guard for a 11 
trucks above 10,000 lbs GVWR, (2) follow the general form of 
NHTSA's proposed rule, and (3) pay particular attention to the 
three type of exempt vehicles - low chassis, wheel-back, and 
utility trucks. 
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APPENDIX A 

AT&T 
. . '··-- ·'''""' ... -· 

November 9, 1988 

Ann Arbor Planning Assoc. 
Attn: Aaron Adiv 
321 N. Main - Ste 205 
Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

Dear Mr. Adiv: 

..... ' . --· ............ . 

Primary Account Sales Center 
27700 Northwestern Hwy. 
Suite 301 
Southfield, Michigan 48034 

Thank you for your interest in our long distance calling services. 

Enclosed is information on our optional calling plans, Michigan I~ATS, 
Interstate WATS/800 and Readyline. 

If I can be of any further assistance, please feel free to call me 
on 1-800-327-0773, extension 5248 or 313 746-5248. 

cf:e~-\-
Andrea Thomas 
Sales Representative 

Enclosures 



RATE PERIODS: BUSINESS DAY 
EVENINGS 
NIGHT/WEEKEND 

SAM- 5PM 
5PM-HPM 

UPM- SAM 
S AM- ll PM 
S AM- 5 PM 

Monday thru Friday 
Sunday thru Friday 
All Days 
Saturday 
Sunday 

(Evening rates also apply all day New Year's Day, Independence Day, Thanksgiving Day, Labor Day Christmas Day 
Veterans Day, Martin Luther King Jr. Day, President's Day, Memorial Day and Columbus Day) 

MONTHLY RATE PER ACCESS LINE: $39.55 

SERVICE GROUP CHARGE: $20.00 

SURCHARGE: 

SERVICE ORDER CHARGE: $ 99.00 

INSTALLATION CHARGE: $226.00 

~29.10 

MI-S 
Rev •. _07/05/fjS 



AT & T 

MICHIGAN WATS/800 

Effective 9/l/88 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

One-Time Installation Charges 
Line Connection Charge (per line) $42.00 + Time & 

Material 

Potential Additional Charges - PBX Systems 
(Would appear on Michigan Bell's portion of bill) 
Special Access Surcharges ------ $30.79 monthly 

(per line) 

Due Date Interval 
Approximately - 15 business days to install service. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

AT&T Portion of the Bill - PER HOUR RATES 

800 SERVICE 
0 to 15 Hours $17.05 

15.1 to 40 Hours $15.66 
40.1 to 80 Hours $14.18 

Over 80 Hours $12.62 

OUTWATS 
0 to 15 Hours $15.75 

15o1 to 40 Hours $14.05 
40o1 to 80 Hours $12.31 

Over 80 Hours $10.44 

Rev. 9/1/88 (KoEo) 
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I 
READYLINE 800 RATES 

- MONTHLY -

Monthly Service Charge ~ Routing Arrangement - $20.00 

Usage Service Charges - These charges are determined 
based on service areas, rate periods and a minimum 
average time requirement. Usage is billed per AT&T 
800 Readyline telephone number, per hour of usage 
within each service area, based on time of day/day of 
week rate period. Charges for total chargeable hours 
of usage for each service area will be determined and 
rounded to the nearest cent. 

PER HOUR USE* 
SERVICE BUSINESS EVENING NIGHT/WEEKEND 

AREA DAY 
1 $15.89 $12.04 $ 9.63 
2 $16.43 $12.45 $ 9.96 
3 $16.70 $12.64 $10.12 
4 $17.22 $13.05 $10.44 
5 $17.51 $13.26 $10.61 
6 $19.12 $14.48 $11.58 

*If total usage charges exceed $100.00 in a billing 
month, the amount in excess of $100.00 and up to 
$500.00 will be reduced by 15%. The amount in excess 
of $500.00 and up to $1500.00 will be reduced by 20%. 
The amount in excess of $1500.00 will be reduced by 25%. 

Minimum average time requirement - the minimum average 
time requirement for AT&T 800 Readyline is 30 seconds 
and applies per service area, per completed call and 
by time-of-day rate period. 

- NON-RECURRING CHARGES -
Service Establishment for basic service - applies for 
each AT&T 800 Readyline number. 

- Installation Charge 
- Service Ordering Charge 

$43.50 
$54.00 

Service establishment for customer-selected service 
areas and/or customer selected NPAs - applies for each 
AT&T 800 Readyline number. 

- Installation Charge 
- Service Ordering Charge 

*Michigan calls excluded from this service 

$50.00 
$99.00 

1/1/88 

: . .-·.: ,, 
' 
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APPENDIX B 

Here's an In-depth compari
son of nine, on-board, com
puterized, vehicle manage
ment systems. These sys
tems can help Improve fuel 
economy, cost accounting, 
vehicle utilization, mainte
nance schedules and more. 

By RICH CROSS 
Senior Technical Editor 

An on-board computer is a sol
id-state tachograph that records 
rpm I speed I distance I time on a 
memory chip instead of on a chart. 

ble perSonal computer (PC) that 
uses special software to display I 
print I store reports within min

utes. That is enough to give the 
fmest tachograph an inferiority 
complex. 

It automatically records two or ·:7·:, Keypad/displays 
more onioff events (such as brake Virtually all on-board comput-
application) selected by fleet man- ers offer a keypad/LED display for ' 
agement and usually accepts data a driver to record: driver/equip-
from an on-board fuel meter and ment ID codes; location; state line 
driver keypad/display. crossings; volume of freight load-

Typically, data in an on-board ed/unloaded; trip expenses; log in-
computer's memory can be trans- fonnation; other data. 
ferred to an IBM or IBM-compati- To reeord a state line crossing, 
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. 
fdr example, a driver pu.shes the 
'STATE" function key and punch
es in the state's numerical code. 

An LED display usually pro
vides messages to help a driver 
enter data, lets a driver check/cor
rect data before pushing the EN
TER key and displays information 
(mph, time· and more) on demand. 

Most dash-mounted keypad/dis
plays are connected by cable to a 
solid-state memory device mount
ed elsewhere in the cab. O( the 

· UIJits noted in this article, only 
the Centrodyne Silent 1000 and 
TRW's Electronic Recorder have 



built-in (as opposed to remotely 
located) memories. 

Cartridge memories 
A memory cartridge looks like a 

tape cassette and contains a bat
tery to prevent amnesia after re
moval from the cab. 

The cartridge must be carried to 
the terminal office and plugged 
into a data reader linked with a 
PC (or telephone modem, if the PC 
is remotely located). Most data 
readers cost about $1,500. 

The on-board computers with a 
removable-cartridge memory in
clude the CADEC 300R, Stemco 
CTRS 7000 and Argo FMS 1330. 

Since the TRW Electronic Re
corder has a built-in memory, the 
whole r~order (not much bigger 
than a memory cassette) must be 
transferred from its vehicle
mounted cradle to an office cradle 
for data extraction. 

Ftxed memories 
On-board cc-mputers including 

the Anchron Data-Com Plus, ARI 
Fleet Data Master, Bendix Fleet 
Tech, Rockwell Tripmaster and 
Centrodyne Silent 1000 (integral 
memory) have a memory device 
permanently mounted in the cab. 
These devices contain a back-up 
battery to retain data if the vehi· 
cle's battery dies or is disconnect· 
ed. 

Data can be extracted from a 
memory device in the cab by one 
or more of the following methods: 
• Connect the memory device via 
cable to a hand-carried, battery
operated computer that's subse
quently ofT-loaded to a PC or mo
dem. Most hand-carried comput
ers can hold data from numerous 
vehicles before ofT-loading. 
• Connect the memory device v::1 
cable to a data-extraction device 
at the fuel island that off-loads to 
a PC or modem. 
• Connect the memory device via 
cable directly to a PC or modem. 

The time required to transfer 
data from any type of memory de
vice to a PC depends largely on 
the volume of data it contains. 

Continued 
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Example of trip report generated by software for Argo FMS 1330 on-board computer. Report 
flags speeding, excessive idling, engine overspeed, panic stops, and other violations of fleet 
standards. System provides "Driver Grade" predicated on degree ot conformance with fleet 
standards. Also available: DriverNehicle Summary; Driver Perlormance Summary; mainte
nance related repo.rts; daily log; accident analysis; speed/rpm profile: mph from fuel meter. 

This stationary data~xtraction device re
moves data from the Bendix Fleet Tech on· 
board computer's memory and automatically 
transfers it by cable to a PC or modem in the 
office. DTU runs off 12 volts supplied by ve
hicle. Unit has bacl<-up banet"f for data trans· 
fer, but no internal memory. 

This portable da~xtraction device re
moves data from the ARI Fleet Data Master 
on-board computer's memory. Subsequent· 
ly, data is off-loaded via cable to PC, printer 
or modem. Unit also operates on AC power. 

Entire TRW Electronic Recorder is removed 
from its on-board cradle and transferred to c 
data extraction cradle in the office that's con· 
nected with a PC or, as illustrated. a tele
phone modem inter1aong with a remote PC. 
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Centrodyne Silent 1000 has integral memory and keypad/display. Data extraction options: 
transmit data from vehicle to PC via cellular phone/modem: connect on-board memory to PC 
via cable: connect hand-carried, data-extraction device via cable to on-board memory. 

Transfer time can range from five 
seconds to two minutes. 

Memory storage capacity 

meric characters. For the units 
discussed in this article, memory 
capacity ranges from 8K to 96K. 

accessory inputs and the driver's 
keypad. Typically, on-board mem
ories can accumulate data for a 
week to a month before off-load
ing is required. For specific projec
tions, consult on-board computer 
suppliers. 

Software variables 
Virtually all software packages 

used with on-board computers can 
generate reports on speeding and 
excessive idling. Since it's com
mon for fuel savings alone to cost
justify on-board computers within 
a few months to a year, most soft
ware packages have merit. But 
they are not created equal. 

A memory's maximum storage 
capacity is expressed in kilobytes 

· (K). A kilobyte is 1,000 alphanu-

The time it takes for a memory 
to become filled depends on the 
frequency and volume of data en
try via programming, standard/ 

Basic software cost ranges from 
$700 to $5,000. Some packages 
provide less than 10 basic reports; 
others provide up to 30. Most soft
ware packages let users customize 
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TRW Anehron ARl Rockwell 
CADEC 300 Stem co Argo Electronic DATA·CDM II Fleet Data Tripmaster Bendix Centrodyna 

·! Make/Model Retnott CTRS 7000 FMS 13311 Reeorder PWS Master Plus Fleet Tech Silent 1000 

Price: On-board $2,220 $1,000 to $827 to Request $1,495 to $630 $810 $1,050 $905 
equipment $2,100 $1,103 quote $1,995 

Memory 

I 
Portable Portable Portable Partible Frud FIX!ld Axed Axed Axed 

housing cartridge cartridge cartridge recorder remote remote remote remote integral 
; 

Memory BK • 16K BK • 32K 2K • 32K BK 16K 32K • 96K 16K 64K 

I 
16K 

capacity 

Driver 

I 
Remote Remote Remote None Remote Remote Remote Remote Integral 

keypad/display 
' 

Input for Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

! fuel meter ~ate '87) (modify) 

J Automatic input 2 on/off 5 on/off 12 on/off "'2 on/off 6 on/off 2 on/off • 2 on/off 5 on/off 2 on/off 
(user defined) + 5 analog + 2 analog 

! Price: Service $100 NA $150 to Request $100 $95 NA ~ew program $140 fiXeO i contract per $250 quote pending repair cost 
vehicle/year 

' 
W arrai1t-f period 1 year 1 year 1 year 1 year or 1 year 1 year 1 year 1 year 1 year . 

i 100.000 mi. 

Memory 90 days 10 years 

I 
14 days 2 years 1 year 1 year 7.days 40 hours 180 days 

retention* minimum maximum maximum maximum maximum maximum maximum maximum minimum 

' Rechargable 

I 
Yes No No No No No Yes Yes No 

: 
battery by vehicle by vehicle by vehicle 

Minimum Shelf life 10 years 3 years 2 years 1 year 1 year 1 year 3 years 3 years 
battery life 3 months 
in service 

! 

Sourte: Manufacturers' responses to CCJ surYey 



Anchron Data-Com II Plus on-board memory 
device accepts data from keypad/display, 
accessory fl.Jel meter, plus a wide variety at 
on/off-type and analog sensors. 

reports, but system flexibility and 
capabilities will vary substantial-
ly. . 

An especially user-friendly sys
tem reduces training time and al
lied expense. Purchasing certain 
brands of on-board computers en· 
titles the user to some free train
ing. In other instances, training 
may cost $5.00 per day, plus travel 
and other expenses. 

WEC:lllO StemC~J 

Maka/Model Remo!JI ems 1ooo 
User-replaceable No No 
battery 

Type of data Office Office 
trans1er device data reader data reader 

Price: data $3,265 $1,450 
transfer unit 

Pf.iee: software S1 ,200 to $:3,000 to 
$5,940 $3,900 

User modify Yes Yes 
report foiTnat 

Servie.e bureau Yes No 
to procssststore via mait -. 
neet data (24 hours) 

On-site 2 persons No charge 
training cost free: S250 

each extra 

Training aids User manual User manual 
for software 

Compact keypad/display ot CADEC 300R 
connects with remotely-mounted memory 
device. Three other versions of CADEC on
board computers also are available. 

For these reasons, the software 
should be scrutinized as closely as 
hardware before selecting an on
board computer. Ask for a hands
on demonstration with a PC and 
printer. 

TRW Ancluon ARJ 
A.rvo Elmrontc DATA-<:OM II Fleet Data 

Hardware variables 
A hidden cost associated with 

on-board computers is the price of 
installation. 

TRWs Electronic Recorder eas- : 
ily can be installed on a vehicle · · .. 
equipped with an ETEC electronic· 
engine control system, and some 
truck OEMs will handle the task. 
In other instances, on-board com
puters may have to be retrofitted 
by the fleet, a local dealer or tech
nicians provided by the computer ••.· . 
maker. ·· 

Installation costs will vary, es
pecially if extra-cost sensors, fuel 

Continued 

Roc mil 
Trfpmaster Bl!fldlx Centrodyne 

FMS 1330 Recorder P1.US Master , Plus Fleet Tech Silent 1000 

No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes 

' 

Office Office orreet Portable or PortaOie or Post-mount Portable 
data reader data reader by cable post-mount post-mount 

$1,451 to Request Price S2,395 to S1 ,500 to saoo $1,620 to 
$1,935 quote of cable $4,950 $:1,650 $2,390 

$1,795 to $695 '$1 ,195 to $1,995 $2,600 to $4.800 $750 
$2,795 per copy $4,995 $935 eacl'l $5,000 

I 

extr:Jsitll 

Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
I 

Yes No No No No No No 
via mall 

(24 hours) 

$150 Request 2 days $:300 a day $500 a day No charge No charge 
quote free + expenses + expenses 

User manual User manual Manual Simulator Manual None (free User manual 
and disc $1,850 and disc training) 

•-Vehicle battery disconnected or cartridge removed; NA- Not available 
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. ·.- -. BUYERS' GUIDE 

'I TRIPMASTER PLUS . 
, , Rockwell International Corp. 

. 'DRIVER INPUT DEVICE OPTIONS: 
' , ... •· Keypad/display has 24 keys, in· • 

eluding mode keys tor: DRIVER; · 
FUEL: LOCATION. · .. 

. : • Dash-mounted box with slot that 

J =~~ • card factory:coded with driv· 

· ! • Dash-mounted box with slot for 10 
i .icard pus five thumbwheels for enter-

. 1 ~~-~~estnumb~rs. ~as ENTERblfl· 
L::_:j. 

DATA RETRIEVAL: (Choice of one) 
· • Connect on-board memory device I via cable to hand-carried, battery· 

• ' powered computer (containing mem
. · ory and cassette tape recorder). 'Unit 
' 

1

. can extract data from up to 180 trips 
and store on tape within two min· 

: : utes. One unit can store data from 
>.i 100 vehicles before off-loading via 
'' j''..::able to PC or modem. Unit also 

used for Initial programming of on-
, ' board recorder. . . ·. . · . ... · · 

' • · AC-powered computer mounted at 

I' fuel lsiand connects via cable to on
board memory device and automati· 

: cally transfers data via cable to PC. 
i Unit has back-up battery for data 

I' transfer only (no intemal memory)' 
It's also used for initial programming 

! : of on-board computer. 

, \ DATA PROCESSING: Basic soft· 

I ware provides data base and .20 re
·. ports on driver/vehicle performance, 
· other concerns. Expanded software 

· . · with log-keeping option provides au-
1 tomatic auditing/exception reporting 

,, ., and computes available hours for · 
· i each driver. Use of custom software, 

.·:-; .. ·-··--··-.. -··-·· - ·---. 

)ow meters, wiring harnesses and 
~ther devices are added. Another 
hidden cost is the price of a PC. 

In theory, any "IBM-compati· 
lle" computer can use IBM-for· 
matted software. But successful 
use of an especially complex soft
ware program might require a PC 
:with greater memory capacity 
than provided by an IBM clone. 

Further, some IBM clones fall 
,;hart of being 100% compatible 
with certain software programs. If 

available from Mlcroflex, Inc., Win
ston-salem, NC., provides virtually 
unlimited report flexibility • 
~ %2:0 on lnqi.Mry c..ct 

CTRS 7000. 
Stemcc Instruments Dlv~ 
Colt Industries 

DRIVEl KEYPADIOISPLAY: Con· 
talns 24 keys, Including mode keys 
for: STATE; ACCIDENT. 

ACCESSORIES: 
• Fuel consumption meter with auto
matic totaiized Input to on-board 
memory device. 
• Vehide overspeed ·alarm. 

DATA RETRIEVAL: Transfer memo
. ry cartridge from vehicle to office 
data reader connected to PC or mo
dem. 

DATA PROCESSING: Standard 
software provides data base with 
puii.Qown menu ot 50 Items and 

· . generatas more than 30 basic re
ports en driver/vehicle performance, 
other eoticema. Software enables 

' user to: set parameters and custom
Ize system to provide speciflc data; 
make comparisons and exception re
ports; add/delete/modify types of re
ports generated. Select from list at 
56 items. Basic reports Include: 
speed/rpm/brake matrix; accident 
log; vehicle summary; road/engine 
speed histograms; exceptions sum
mary; trailer utilization; route list;. · 
P&O report, delay analysis; fuel tax. 
reconc:ffiallon. ·Also provides reports 
on: dri'olllr grading In 15 categories; 
driver d:aJiy log; available hours; log 

' .... --

the initial cost of on-board equip
ment and office hardware consti • 
tutes a roadblock, look into leas
ing all or part of it. 

A look ahead 
A concept under development 

by Geostar Corp., Princeton, N.J., 
is to link an on-board comput
er and on-board transmitter with 
a satellite-based vehicle locating 
and communication system (CCJ, 
Sept.l986). 
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verification; missing logs; driver pay
roll; driver totals; driver summary. 
Citcle :z:tS ., lnqulty c.a 

FLEET DATA MASTER. 
Advanced Recording Instruments, · 
Inc. 

. DRIVER KEYPACIDISPLAY: Con· 
talns 20 keys, including mode keys . 
for: EQUIPMENT; CUSTOMER; 
PICKUP/OEUVERY; DElAY; FUEL: 
USER OPTION; STATE; DRIVER 
10. 

ACCESSORY: Unit resembling 16-
key calculator with buiit-ln printer, 
used for accident data retrievai and 
Initial programming of on-board sys
tem. 

DATA RETRIEVAL: (choice at one) 
• Hand-carried, battery-powered 
computer connects via cable to on
board memory device and subse
quently off-loads via cable to PC, 
printer or modem. Unit also operates 
on AC to charge intemal battery. 
• Above-mentioned data retrievai 
unit housed within waterproof case 
mounted at fuel lsiand connects via 
cable to on-board memory device 
and automatically transfers data via .. 
cable to PC or modem within sec
onds. ,. 

DATA PROCESSING: Expandable 
software provides nine basic reports 
on driver/vehicle performance, other 
areas. Reporta provide summary/ex· 
ception reporting by vehicle/driver/ 
terminal/state on a weekly/monthly/ 
year-to-date basis. Basic information 
Includes data on: departure/arrival · 
time; warm-up/cool-down time; :oad •. 
speed; engine rpm; oil pressure; Idle 
hours; trip miles, trip hours; stop 
ho"!rs; driver 10; state mileage; user 

This would permit an on-board 
computer to transmit data via a 
combination of satellite and tele
phone lines to a fleet's computer. 
A carrier also could locate and 
check the road speed, for instance, 

. of a company vehicle anywhere in 
the country. This concept may be· 
come a reality within three years. 

More than a concept is the use 
of on-board computers to keep 
driver's logs electronically. Rock
well and CADEC units are being 



codes; accident data. As extra op-- -_,- speeding, excessive idfing, engine 
tion,Advanced Recording lnstru- overspeed, panic stops. and other vi-
menta. will custof)lize reporting sys- · elations ot fleet standards. System 

· tam"'- c-: " · , " provides '"Driver Grade"' predicated 
·" ' " · : on degree of conformance with fleet 

-- · "' -- · ·' "-' -'' _ standards; Additional reports indi--. · .. ~- .. ., ... 

EL.ECTRONIC RECORDI!R' cate: when driver lett a location; how 
, TRW- Transportation Electronics Divi· . ' far he drove; his average speed; . -· 

sion :_, · '/;':;:',' · ;:· , , ___ ~~~ ~= ::::~ :e~:.«R=~onJeh~~ 
. DRIVER INPUT: No provision •.. · quantities ot freight loaded/unloaded 

DATA RETRIEVAL: Transfer on
beard recorder from vehicle to office 
data reader connected to PC or mo
dem. 

DATA PROCESSING: Software pro--
, vi des six· basic reports: · , . 

•- Vehicle Speed/Engine RPM matrix 
• Usage Report ot ETEC system 
inodes: - - _ 

by location, state line crossings, 
quantity ot fuel purchased and other 
intonnalion desired by user. Input 
from optional fuel monitor alfords 
ability to track mpg predsety. Also 
available: DriverNehide Summary; 
Driver Perfonnanca Summary;_ main
tenance related reports. Expansions 

- ;:; - - for 1967 lndude daily log; accident 

• Vehide Trip Summary - , - ,_ -
• Vehide Fault Report of ETEC and/ 
or recorder· 
• Detailed Trlp Report 
• Route Summary 
Clrdlt ~ an anquwy cad . 

••••• - ¥ 

' ·"'-. 

.·, .. 

ARGO FMS 1330 
- Argo Instruments, Inc. _ -- -

DRIVER KE'IPAD/CISPLAY: Con
tains 1 0 keys. 

•.··,·. 

ACCESSORY: Fuel measuring de
vice indudes dash-mounted display, 
automatic input to memory device. · 

DATA RETRIEVAL: Transfer memo
ry cartridge from vehide to office 
dala reader connected to PC or mo
dem. Up to three reader units can be 
coupled for sequential off-loading. 
Direct data retrieval option to be in
troduced this year. 

DATA PROCESSING: Software pro
vides one-page trip report t11at flags 

used for this purpose by a growing 
number of carriers. Private carri
er Frito-Lay of Dallas, Tex., for 
example, is exclusively using ~l_ec
tronic logs at 21 tenninals. 

What's the payoff? 
Almost every on-board comput

er maker can provide a list of cur
rent users, accompanied by testi
monials to support the cost-effec
tiveness of his system. Without 
doubt, the reports provided by just 

, analysis; speed/rpm profile. 

CADEC300R 
CACEC Systems; lnci. 
Cummins Engine Company 

DRIVER KE'IPAD/CISPLAY: Con-
- tains 20 keyS. lndudlng mode keys 

for. OFF DUTY; SLEEP; DRIVE; ON 
, DUTY; EXPENSE; STATUS; LOG 

INFORMATION; STATEITOU.: YES; 
NO; ACCIDENT. 

DATA RETRIEVAL: Transfer memo
ry cartridge from vehicle to office 
data reader connected witl1 PC or 
modem. 

DATA PROCESSING: Menu-driven 
software provides driver logs, avail
able hours, DOT violations, data 
base, and wide variety ot reports ln
dudlng driver delivery productivity. 
Spedal software programs provide 
for: a data link Interface; file keeping; 
dispatching; report editing; system 

about any system can guide im
provements in fuel economy, vehi
cle utilization and more. 

But there is never a guarantee 
of cash savings, since no on-board 
computer or printed report is. 
worth a penny in the hands of an 
inept or disinterested person. 

Reports are merely tools. It is 
the top management "architects," 
the local management "contrac
tors" and the front-line supervi
sion 'iconstruction crews" who 

diagnosis; conversion ot data tOr us~ 
with popular spreadsheet programs; 
more. Standard reports detail: trip; · 
driver perfonmanca; vehide mainte
nance scheduling; mpg; driver ex
pense report; OS&O; state fuel tax; 
driver's log; driver's available hours; 
driver's trip violations; accident anal
ysis; fuel tax report. Optional reports 
provide summaries ot standard re
ports for user-defined periods ot 
time. Other programs, purchased 
separately, provide reports on: ac
count delay details; a=unt delay 
summary; driver productivity; empty 
mile ratio; periodic driver violations. 

Other Cummins Cadec on-board 
computers indude: CADEC 200R 
($1,890) which permits driver input 
without log-keeping ability; CADEC 
100 ($1,955), a recorder witl1out in
put keys or display t!lat generates 
reports on t11e trip, driver perfor
mance, maintenance scheduling and 
mpg perfonmance. CAOEC 1 00 has 
warning lights indicating when ex
cessive idling/speeding is being re
corded. 
C1n=i6 Z:ZS OR ......., Card 

BENDIX Fl.EET TECH VMS 
Bendix Heavy Vehicle Systems Div. 
Allied Automctive 

DRIVER KEYPAD/CISPLAY: Con
tains 24 keys, including user-custom
ized mode keys tl1at could include, 
for example: PRE-TRIP (prompts en-

Continued 

jointly detennine the worth of a 
blueprint for saving money. 

Nine on-board computer sys
tems are detailed in the following 
buyer's guide. Also included is a 
chart comparing equipment costs 
and other concerns. o 

For a tree single copy ot this artide. write 
on company letterhead to: Editor. Come 
merdai Carrier Journal. Chilton Way, 
Radnor, Pa. 19089, 
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. ', .. --·:~·· 

:.: :\" 
... :.·· ···'·'. 

. BUYERS' GUIDE cantin~eci 
trY of driVerNehicle/ro~e ID)i DE·' 
LAY; FUEL; STATE UNE CROSSe 

···'j ; ' ~' '~-··. , .. 
. . . : ; 

.... : . . ·. ;:· 

. analYZed by routeidriverivehicle and · · 
other criteria. 

lNG; YARD JOCKEY (for positioning .. · c-·=..,-ean. 
trailers); MECHANICAL SERVICE 
PERFORMED (when and by whom); DATA·COM II PLUS 
POST· TRIP; DEPART; ARRIVE. Anchron Truck Products Division 

DATA RETRIEVAL.: Connect.on- DRIVER KEYPAD/DISPLAY: Co~ 

.. ,· 
..-.·:.-

·. Additional software provides fuel tax 
· . reporting, maintenance status inqui· 

ries, mechanic work orders; cost per 
. mile data for each vehicle/fleet. Also 
available are data base summaries, 
four of which rank the performance 
of all vehicles/drivers in fteet. 

: board memory device via cable to tains 20 keys, including mode keys 
! ·' stationary dale reader at fuel Island. for. PRINT; DRIVER ID; DISPATCH; SILENT 1 OOO . 

Unit runs off 12 volts supplied by ve- WEIGHT; DESTINATION; TRUCK; 
h. 1 Aft cti t board S""A"'E Centrodyne Corp. of Ameri.ca ICe. er conne . on o on· 1, . 1 •• · 

memory device, unit automaticaily . ACCESSORY: Fuel mater linked · DRIVER KEYPAD/DISPLAY: Con- . 
transfers data via cable tc PC or mo- with memory device samples con· tains four, multi-function keys. 
dem. Unit has back-up battery (mini· . sumption every six seconds. Sec· · ACCESSORIES: Alanms for exceed· 
mum Ufe 10 hr) for data transier, but ondary readout provides average lng road speed limit, exceeding en-
no irrtemal memory •. ··:.·.: " ·· mpg for trip and Is resetable. Call- gine rpm limit. or user-<iefined event 
DATA PROCESSING: Standard · bratlon Is automatic, using average (ex; open door). 
software provides data base and 14 · mpg as baseline. Diagnostic mode DATA RETRIEVAL: (four options) 
basic reports on driver/vehicle per· · monitors sensor function. , Transmit data from vehicle to com-
formance, other concerns. Reports ·. · · DATA RETRIEVAL: In 10 seconds, ·. pany computer via cellular phone/. 
cover; :r'p; aet?dents; drive~ .perfor~ . ,: · .· by·connecting on-board memory de-. ·modem.· • · 
mru;ce •. s~eedmg VIOlations, stop/ .... '.'· ·.: .vice via cable directiy·tc printer, PC;' ... ·• Connect on-board memory device 

, : Idle: .time mterval (second·by·s~nd.:.,: :':or modem.· .. .:·:'· c::•.:···.-·,t:::'/-<;;:;···.~:;; :·,:.:·y:,:' direct tc PC via cable. , .. ·.: . .' .. · ' · =:~~n=~·~ st:'~~~~;'·: :.'',.··DATA PROCESS.IN,G: M~ri\::~~ri:·· :··, ',-• ~nnect :;:md-cama:T, ~attery~· 
standards can· be changed by user.- ... -·software prOV1des exception reports, . er c:omp er .. V18 . e 0 on 
Scftware allows for virtually infinite _,; .. driver logs, bar graphs, trip reports; . :.'. · memory deVIce. Unit extracts B?d , 
da!a · 1 ti R rts be . · · Idle time reports speeding reports .. stores data from up to 240 eng1ne 

.rnan~pua_o~:c:,.~P0, .... ~ .,. :;.·.i.,
1 

' .:.;;.; ,;·,::·'.:H•:',:;,,. . operating hours plus stop/idle time.· ;,, • .: , · "· · ·.' ·:· ·:> ,.,.,. · .. , ... ·; .. ·· ' · , .... ·:. One device simultaneously can store 
· ... · · · data from 64 recorders before off. ·· 

1. EXPENSE LOG 
2. FUEL PURCHASE 
3. PICKUP/DELIVERY 
4. TOLL RECORD 
5. DRIVER LOG 
6. DRIVER ID 
7. STATE LINE 
B. DISPLAY MODE 
9. ACCIDENT LOG 
10. ROUTE ID 
11. END OF TRIP 
12. TRAILER ID 
13. DELAY RECORD 

·.14. SCALE.RECORD 
- 15. USER DEFINED #1 
16. USER DEFINED #2 

Keypad/display of Stemco CTRS 7000 pennits a variety of data 10 be entered by the driver. Ac· 
cessory input is provided by five, cn/off·type sensors and an on-board fuel meter. 
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loading via cable to PC or modem. · 
Unit also used for initial program-

. ming of on-board recorder, diagnos· 
tic troubleshooting •.. 
• At end of trip, on-board displays 
can call up data including: distance 
traveled; average road speed; aver- · 

;: age rpm;· average· mpg; number of · 
· stops; time above speed limit; road 
time;· maximum speed; maximum 
rpm; fuel consumed; stopped time; 
idle time; time above rpm limits. Dis· 

. ·play can be user-programmed to re
strict driver access to some/all data. · 

·~-DATA -PROCESSING: Basic soft: ' 
ware provides several reports. In' ·•·· ' 

.. eluded among reports are: activity · 
summaries by driver/vehicle; trip pro
files; external data input; accident re
ports; violation reports; bar charts of 
speed/rpm/stop time. User can de
vise other formats. 
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APPENDIX C 

Safety Hotlines: Unique Driver Monitoring 

You can train, caJole, oven plead 
with drfveB lo tollow com~ny 

pollclea, a!Jite ond lederalo~ed limits, 
driving lawa and oalo driving practlcoa. 
But how do you know, oncolhey leave 
tho tennlnal headed lor tho o~n hlgh
waya, that lhoy'nt doing 117 

A common phraao heard utlentd 
often by lruatrated fJ..ot managent Ia, 
"Wo can't aHord 1o have somebody fol
lowing dnvero around all tho Ume 1o 
make aunt they're doing tholr Job rlghL 
Onco they're gone lfa virtually out of 
our hand&... · 

But II 117 
Several trucking aeaoclatlone 

throughout the country hovo recog· 
nlzed you can hove somob<><ly follow• 
lng your drive,. coni!Jintly to monitor 
their perlorrnanco and roper! any 
unsaf• practleos and moving viola• 
tiona. Tho! somebody Is John Q Public. 

Safety hoUines hove boon an ox, 
lramely auccealul meona ol monitor
Ing truckent When they're on the road, 
helping fleets got rid of bad drivers, 
dlaclpllne caroleu one• and Improve 
tho general publlc'slmageof the truck• 
lng Industry •• a whole. 

'"We've hod trucking company 
owners call us and 10y they had an Idea 
a certain driver waa not performing 
well on the road and that the ciUzon 
hoUino report was Just the ammunlllon 
!hay needed to tennlnalo tho driver," 
slated Connie . Garcln, director of 

Industry communlcaUonalor the Call-. 
tomla TNcklng Aun. 

CTA Implemented Ita '"Safely 
HoUino"two yoano ego. Thoy hove oold 
aorno 10,000 large decals to trucker~ in 
the atato that proclaim, "We support 
aalo truck driving. If you Me someone 
who doesn't. call tho highway aafoty 
hoUine.• A phone number lor CT A to 
fisted at tho bollorn tor drivers lo can 
and report Incidents. 

Garcln emphoalzao tho aim of tho 
program Ia not to play Big Brother. 

"We recognize !hot DB'Io of tho driY· 
.,.. are profe11ional1, aalety conscious 
and courteous. We're doing our beat to 
weed out tho bod 2'/o," aho aald. 

CTA hoa nteelvod mora than 2,500 
telephone reporta alnce JncopUon of 
tho program. Onco a call 11 received,. 
tho lnformollon II verified wlth tho 
trucking company whoM drfvor woo 
Involved. Followup letters 81'1 oenl to 
both tho com~ny and tho motorist 
who ,;,ported tho lncldenL 

Garcln said to be eHecUvo hoUine 
programe muat bo oel up to gellnlor· 
matlon procol8ed quickly. The aim at 
CTA Ia to gel r1porta verified and lo 
trucking companies within 24 to 48 
houra. 

"You need to bo able to dlaelpllno tho 
driver Immediately. Tan dayo later he 
won't remember a thing about tho inci
dent," Garcln aald. 

When acting on a complaint. CT A 

wlll recommend one ol the lollowlng 
octlons bo taken: 

• Sending tho driver lo remedial 
lnlck driving cla188a. 

• Temporarily ausptndlng tho 
driver. 

•Terminating tho driver If thoro hove 
boon re~ated Incidents. 

One acldltlonal aide offact of the pro
gnam not counted on by CTA Ia thalli 
hoa alao hol~d !hom In their member• 
ahlp drtvo, aho added. "We've had new 
membero Join CT A when we no tilled 
thom about a driver. They think tho 
program Ia fantaatlc.'" 

Tha CTA program Ia notoxpenalvo 
to admlnlatralo, aho &ald. VIrtually oil 
the public l'llaUona offorll have been 
fnte. Garcin sends out 1 preu releuo 
once every few month a and geta cover• 
age of tho progl'lm In at least six or 
18Yen newapapero etalewldo with each 
reloaM. Over tho Labor Doy weekend 
nadlo a!JIUona broadcaol 1 number ol 
public service apo!O lniormlng motor• 
tala of tho program, 

"Tho vsrt maJority ol truck drive,. 
are reaponalble, courteoua and a credit 
to the lnduotry," Garcln 10ld. "Unfortu• 
natety, !fa tho few excepUona who 
..,..m to capture the publlc'a attention. 

"Our hoUlne oervlce lo beginning to 
change all tha~ however, as the gen
eral public begins to underotand that 
truck drivers exist to help tho public 
not hinder them. • 

HEAVY DUTY TRUCKING. Oclobet "83/811 
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APPENDIX 0 

Federal Register I Vol. 53. No. 49 I Monday. Murch l4. 1906 I P-roposed Rules 11233 

· PART 395-HOURS OF SERVICE OF 
DRIVERS' . . . -

1. The authority citation for 49 CFR · · 
Part 395 continues to read as follows: 

. . Authority: 49 U.S.C. 3102: 49 U.S.C. App. . 
zsosr 49 ern us and 301.50. · 

2. Section 395.2 is amended by adding 
a definition of "automatic on-board · 

·. recording device" as new paragraph (k) 
to read as follows: · . 

c~mplying with the requirements of· 
§ 395.8 of this part. . 

(Z) Every driver required by a rnotor 
carrier to use an automatic on-board · 
recording device shall use such device 
to record the driver's hours of service. 

{b)lnformation requirements. {1) · · 
Automatic on-board recording devices 
shall produce. upon demand. a drh;er's 
record of duty status grid. chart. 
electronic display. or printout showing 
the time and sequence of cuty status 
changes. 

(Z) The device shall pro,·ide a means 
·whereby authorized Federnl. State. or 
local officials can immediately check the 
status of a driver's hours of service . 
when used in conjunction with . 
handwritten or printed records of duty 
status, for the previous 7 days. 

(3) Support systems used on 
conjunction with on-board' recorders at 
the home terminals or principal places 
of business must be capable of , · 

§ 395.2 Definitions. . . :. - providing authorized Federnl. State. or 
• · ~ • local officials with summaries of an 

(k) Auiomatic. on-boa~ recording Individual driver's hours of service 
: . 

.device. An electric. electronic. or . records. including the information 
. electro/mechanical device capable of specified in paragraph 395.8(d). Such 
· . recording driver's duty status _ support systems should meet the 

Information accurately and . Information interchange requirements of 
automatically as required in § 395.15. . ·the American National Standard Code 
The device must be connected with the· . ·. for Information Interchange {ANSCll) 
vehicle to record vehicle operations. . " (EIAR5-Z3Z/CCITT V .24 port (National . 

3.ln § 395.8, paragraph (e) is amended Bureau of Standards "Code fo.r 
by adding, "of this section or § 395.15" Information Interchange." FIPS PUB 1- · · 
between "activities.'' and "failure" and 1)). · · 
by removing. "as prescribed herein". (4) The driver shall ha,-e in his/her · . 

4. In § 395.8. paragraph (I) is amended possession records of dury status for the 
by adding paragraph (4) to read as . . previous 7 consecutive days available · · 
follows: · · for inspection while on duty. These 

records shall consist of icionnation 
stored in and retrievable· from the § 395.8 Driver;• record of dUty st:lrus. 

• • . . . ~ ' ·· automatic on-board r.ecording device. · 
·(I) • • • __ .:: handwritten or computer generated . 
· (4) The requirements of this section. . ·records. or any combination the!"lof. ~-- · .. · .. 

except paragraph (e) and paragraphs (k) _ (5) All hard copies of the driver's · • · 
(1) and (Z) of this section; shall not apply record of. duty status must be signed by 
to a motor carrier and its drivers who ·. the driver. The driver's signature 
use automatic on-board recording ·. certifies that the information contained 
devices and who comply with all of the therein is true and correct. 

:. requirements of § 395.15 of this part. (c) The duty status shall be recorded 
as follows: 

§ 395.13 [Amended! . (1)"0ff duty" or "OFF"". or by 
5. In § 395.13. paragraph (b)(2) is identifiable code or character: 

amended by adding, "or 395.15" (2) "Sleeper berth" or "SB'", or by 
between "395.8" and "shall". identifiable code or character (only if 

6. Part 395 is amerided by adding a the sleeper berth is used): 
new § 395.15 to read as follows: _ (3) "Driving" or "D", or by identifiable 

§ 395.15 Automatic on-board recording 
devices. . 

(a) Authority to use automatic on
board recording device. (1) A motor 
carriermay require a driver used by the 
motor carrier to use an automatic on· 
board recording device to record the 
driver's hours of service in lieu of 

code or character: and 
(4) "On-duty not driving" or "0:"-1", or 

by identifiable code or c!laracter. 
(d) Additional information. The 

following information shall also be 
included: · 

(1) Date: 
(Z) Truck or tractor and trailer 

·number: 
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PART 395-HOURS OF SERVICE OF . 
DRIVERS. . .. 

1. The authority citation for 49 CFR · 
Part 395 continues to read as follows: 
.. Authority: 49 U.S.C. 3102: 49 U.S.C. App. 
2505:· 49 CFR 1.48 and 301.60. · 

z. Section 395.2 is amended by adding 
a definition of "automatic on-board 

:. recording device" as new paragraph (k) 
. to read as follows: 

§ 395.2 DefiniUons. 
• • .. .• • .... 
· (k] Automatic. on-boo;d recording 

device. An electric. electronic, or . 
electro/mechanical device capable of 

. recording driver's duty status . 
information accurately and 
automatically as required in § 395.15. 
The device must be connected with the· . 
vehicle to record vehicle operations. . · 

3. in § 395.8. paragraph (e) is amended 
by adding, "of this section or § 395.15" · -
between "activities," and "failure" and 
by removing, "as prescribed herein". 

4. In § 395.8, paragraph (l] is amended 
by adding paragraph (41 to read as .. 
follows: · · 

§ 395.8 Driver's record of duty status. 

C'lmplying with the requirements of 
§ 395.8 of this part. . 

(2} Every driver required by a molar 
carrier to use an automatic on~board · 
recording device shall use such device 
to record the driver's hours of service. 

(b) Information requirements. (11 · · 
Automatic on-board recording devices 
shall produce, upon demand, a driver's 
record of duty status grid. chart. 
electronic display. or printout showing 
the time and sequence of duty status 
changes. · · 

(ZI The device shall provide a means 
whereby authorized Federal, State. or 
local officials can immediately check the 
status of a driver's hours of service, 
when used in conjunction with . 
handwritten or printed records of duty 
status. for the previous 7 days. 

(31 Support systems used on 
conjunction with on-board recorders at 
the home terminals or principal places 
of business must be capable of . 
providing authorized Federal. State. or 
local officials with summaries of an 
individual driver's hours of service 
records, including the information 
specified in paragraph 395.8(dl. Such 
support systems should meet the . 
information interchange requirements of 

·the American National Standard Code 
for information interchange (ANSC!l} · 
(EIAR5-232/CCITT V.24 port (National 
Bureau of Standards "Code for 
Information Interchange," FJPS PUB 1- • · 
1}). . 

(41 The driver shall have in his/her 
possession records of duty status for the 
previous 7 consecutive days available 
for inspection while on duty. These 
records shall consist of information 
stored in and retrievable· from the 

' · automatic on-board r.ecording device . 
· (1] • • • .. -_. handwritten or computer generated _ . 

• . .. ~ 

· (4) The requirements of this section. . ·records. or any combination the!'loi. • 
except paragraph (e) and paragraphs (k) (5) All hard copies of the driver's · · 
(1) and (Z) of this section. shall not apply record of:duty status must be signed by 
to a motor carrier and its drivers who , the driver. The driver's signature . 
use automatic ·an-board recording ·_ certifies that the information contained 
devices and who comply with all of the therein is true and correct. 

:. requirements of§ 395.15 of this part. (c) The duty status shill be recorded 
as follows: 

§ 395.13 [Amended! . (1) "Off duty" or "OFF". or by 
5. in § 395.13. paragraph (b)(Z) is identifiable code or character: 

amended by adding, "or 395.15" (Z) "Sleeper berth" or "SB'·, or by 
between "395.8" and "shall". identifiable code or character- (only if 

6. Part 395 is amerided by adding a the sleeper berth is used): 
new § 395.15 to read as follows: (3) "Driving:• or "D", or by identifiable 

§ 395.15 Automatic otMooard recording 
devices. 

(a) Authority to use automatic on· 
board recording device. (1) A ·motor 
carriermay require a driver used by the 
motor carrier to use an automatic on· 
board recording device to record the 
driver's hours of service in lieu of 

code or character: and 
(4) "On-duty not driving" or "O:-~··. or 

by identifiable code or character. 
(d) Additional information. The 

following information shall also be 
included: 

(1) Date: 
(Z) Truck or tractor and trailer 

·number: 
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APPENDIX E: Standard No. 2, Rear Underride Protection (FR 
No. 46) 



APPENDIX E 

Federal Register I Vol. 46. No. 5 I Thursday, January a. 1981 I Proposed Rules 

§ 571.2- Standard No.2-, Rear 
Underrlde Protection. 

Sl. Scope. This standard establishes 
rear underride protection requirements 
for heavy vehicles. 

82. Purpose. The purpose of this 
standard is to reduce the number of 
deaths end serious injuries occurring in 
rear underride accidents that Involve 
heavy vehicles. 

S3. Applicability. This standard 
applies to trucks and trailers that have 
gross vehicle weight ratings (GVWR's) 
greater than 10.000 pounds. It does not 
apply to truck tractors, pole trailers, 
·wheels back vehicles, low chassis 
vehicles, or special purpose vehicles. 

84. Definitions. 
"Low chassis vehicle" means ii truck 

or trailer having a chassis which 
extends behind the rearmost point on 
the rear tires and whose rear lower 
surface meets the configurational 
requirements for underride guards ... 
specified In S5.1.1 and S5.1.2. The 
"chassis" is the load-supporting !rame 
on a truck or trailer, exclusive of any 
appurtenances which might be added to 
accommodate cargo. 

"Rear extremity" means the rearmosl 
point on a vehicle that falls above a 
horizontal plane located 55 em (21.65 
Inches) above the ground when the 
vehicle is loaded to Its GVWR and when 
the vehicle's cargo doors, tailgate, or 
other permanent structures are 
positioned as they normally are when , 
the l'ehicle is being driven. 
Nonstructural protrusions such as 
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taillights. hinges and latches are 
excluded from the determination of the 
rearmost point. 

"Side 'extremity" means the outennost 
point on the sides of the vehicle that 
falls vertically above a horizontal plane 
located 55 em (21.65 inches) above the 
ground and horizontally between a 
transverse vertical plane tangent Ia the 
vehicle rear extremity and a transverse 
vertical plane located 30 em (11.8 
inches) forward of that plane when the 
vehicle is loaded Ia ils GVWR. 
Nonstructural protrusions such as 
taillights. hinges, and latches are 
excluded from the determination of the · 
outermost point. 

.. Special purpose vehicle" means a 
lnlck or trailer having work-performing 
equipment that is located at the lower 
rear of the vehicle and whose function 
would be significantly imparied if an 
underride guard meeting the 
requirements of this standard were 
attached to the vehicle. 

"Wheels back" vehicle is a vehicle 
having a permanently fixed rear axle. 
The rearmost part of the tires on that 
axle is not more than 30 em (11.8 inches) 
from a transverse vertical plane tangent 
to the rear extremity of the vehicle. 

55. Requirements. Each vehicle shaD 
be equipped with an underride guard 
that complies with the requirements of 
55.1 and· 55.2. 

55.1. Configuration (see Figure 1). 
55.1.1. The outermost eqges of the 

underride guard shall be located within 
10 em (3.94 Inches) of longitudinal 
vertical planes tangent to the side 
extremities, when measured 
transversely at a height of 55 em or less. 
The underride guard shall be laterally 
continuous at a height of 55 em or Jess. 

55.1.2. The vertical distance between 
the lower surface of the underride guard 
and the ground shall not exceed 55 em 
(21.65 inches) at any point along the full 
width of the device when the vehicle is 
unloaded but has its full capacity of fuel 
and its tires are inflated in accordance 
with the vehicle manufacturer's 
recommendations. 

55.1.3. The cross sectional height of 
the underride guard shall not be less 
than 10 em (3.94 inches) at any point 
across the full width of the de,·ice. 

S5.1.4. The rearmost surface of the 
underride guard shall be located not 
more than 30 em (11.8 inches) forward of 
a lransverse vertical plane tangent to 
I he r~ar extremity of the Yehicle when 
measurr.d longitudinally to any point 
across the full width of the underride 
guard at a height of 55 em or less. 

55.2. Strength. When the underride 
guard of the vehicle is subjected lo any 
of the force levels specified In S6.6(a) 
Test 1 and S6.G(b) Test 2 in accordance 

with the procedures and condiiions · 
specified in 56. the guard should not 
deOect sa as to permit the center point 
on the contact surface of the test block 
specified in 56.5 to travel longitudinally 
forward more than 40 em (15.7 inches) 
from the rear extremity of the vehicle. 

56. Test conditions and procedures. 
56.1. The vehicle is unloaded but has 

its maximum capacities of engine fuel. 
oil and coolant. 

56.2. The tires are inflated in· 
accordance with the vehicle 
manufacturer's recommendations. 

56.3 The vehicle is placed on level 
ground. 

56.4. Restrain the vehicle so that it 
remains in place during the tests. No 
restraints are placed an the vehicle 
rearward a( the centerline of the 
.rearmost axle. The methods used to 
restrain the vehicle do nat impair the 
movement of the underride guard or the 
test block specified in 86.5 during the 
testing. 

· 86.5. The test block used for 
determining compliance with 85.2 is a 
rectangular solid made of rigid steel. It 
Is 20 em (7.9 inches) ±1 mm in height 
and 20 em (7.9 inches) ±1 mm in width. 
One of the 20 em by 20 em ends of the 
block is used as the contact surface. 
Each edge of the contact surface has a 
radius of curvature of 5± 1 mm. 

56.6. Using the test block, subject the 
underride guard to the tests specified in 
paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section, as 
shown in Figure 2. An underride guard 
that has nat been subjected to either of 
the tests is used for each test. 

(a) Test 1. Apply a force (P,) of 50.000 
Newtons (11.240 pounds) to the guard 30 
em (11.8 inches) inboard of the 
longitudinal vertical plane tangent to the 
outermost point on the sides of the 
vehicle (either the right or the left side), 
and then apply a force (P,) o( 50,000 
Newtons (11.240 pounds) to the same 
guard where It intersects the 
longitudinal vertical plane passing 
through the vehicle longitudinal axis. 

(b) Test 2. Apply a force [P,) of 100.000 
Newtons (22.480 pounds) to the guard at 
any point nat less than 35 em {13.8 
inches) and nat more than 50 em (19.7 
inches) to the left of the longitudinal 
vertical plane passing through the 
\'ehicle longitudinal axis. and then apply 
the same force to the same guard at the 
point located at the same distance to the 
right of thai plane. 

S6.7. At the beginning of each force 
application. the test block Is located as 
specified in paragraphs (a) through (c) of 
this section. 

(a) The contactsu:face of the test 
block is touching the underride guard. 

(b) The center point of the contact 
surface is located: 

(1) In the same longitudinal plane as 
the point specined In 86.6; and .. 

(2) In the horizontal plane which is 
tangent to the lowest point on the 
underride guard in the longitudinal 
vertical plane specified in paragraph 
(b)(1) of this section. 

(c) The longitudinal axis of the test 
block and of the mechanism which 
propels the test block are parallel to the 
vehicle longitudinal axls. 

56.8. Each of the forces specified in 
56.6 is reached in not less than one 
minute and not more than two minutes 
by increasing the application a( force at 
a constant rate. 

56.9. During each force application. 
the longitudinal axis of the test block 
and the mechanism which propels the 
test block remain parallel to the vehicie 
longitudinal axls and at the same 
distance from that axis and the ground 
as at the beginning of the force 
application. 

86.9. When the force specified in 56.6 
is initially reached, measure the 
distance which the center point of the 
test block contact surface has traveled 
longitudinally forward from the rear 
extremity o( the vehicle. 
BIWNQ COOt: 491i)..SO..M 



APPENDIX F: Proposed Rule for Underride Guard in Michigan 
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Underride Guard 

• Max Ground Clearance = 22 inches 

• Guard extends to within 4 inches of 
both sides of trailer 

• Guard withstands 45,000 lbs on 
uprights 

• Guard withstands 11,250 lbs on 
outer ends 



Summary of 
Recommendations 

-1) 53-Ft Semitrailers should be requrred to 
have a wheelbase of 40.5 Ft ( +/- 0.5 Ft) 

2) 53-Ft Semitrailers should be required 
to incorporate a rear-underride guard 
of specified size and strength 



• 

Undenide·Guard for Semitrailers 

The underride guard must satisfy the following provisions: 

1) The guard must provide a continuous horizontal beam having a maximum 
ground clearance of 22 inches, as measured with the vehicle empty, on level 
ground. 

2) The beam extends to within 4 inches of the lateral extremities of the trailer 
on both left andright side. 

3) When each of the following longitudinal loads are applied to the beam, in 
turn, the loaded point deflects to no further than 15 inches forward of the 

- rear extremity of the trailer, 

, 1 a) a load of 11,250 lbs is applied at a point which is within 8 inches 
of either the left or right extremity of the beam 

b) a combined load of 45,000 lbs is applied to the beam, distributed 
equally between the vertical uprights · 

The above loads are applied against an 8" x 8" rigid steel block. The load 
application point is defmed as the center of the block. The elevation of the 
load application point in each test is 2 inches above the lower edge of the 
beam. • 



APPENDIX G: Response of the American Trucking Association 
to NHTSA Proposed Rule on Underride Guard 
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Information: Submit~l to Poe~et
ilGar lind~rri c!o Protoctfon 

a&:i J ,£, Tomauont 1. · 
Safety St&ndard; Englr.~r 

O••• APR 11'. ~ 

fl('J)!yiO 
Attn of 

lo ~~~.:rton -1-11, Hlltieo oa 
:'11lru: Co}r.1 t .~~ 
· ~A1soetate Aeatntstrctor for Ru1emak1ng 

r:~l t: Ch 1 of Ccunsel . .f'C · ~t· f) A../ 
,_ 1 

Thf attached inforMation (6 copies) i3 submitted for Inclusion on the 
above docket. The fnfo~tion it a letter from tha American Trucking 
Asuocfatfon (ATA), ~fch requoet~d that tho Rear Undcrrfde Protection 
rulGDaktng b& termfneted. The lettar also Included en ATA docuaent 
titled "Cott of Truck Equf~ent n.gulatfons.• 

Thfs information fu porttnent to the tubj&et rulomakfng. 
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4ME~~CAJ\l 
TRUCWNC 
ASSOOA110NS, INC. 

~ 

1&16 P S!rl!e'l, N.W., Wuhin&'1on,. 0. C. :t~X);g, 

Mr. Raymond h. Peck Jr. 
Admtni§tnto~ 

Nctloncl atghwcy T~efflc 
400 S•venth Street, SW 
Waahlngton, D.C. 20590 

DeAr Hr. Peeb:1 

Safety Adainl~tr~tion 

• 

"':· 

£NCINlf&lNC 00'1\l!TMfNT 
G:nJ i"W·U'11 

March 15, 1983 

r·.. • • 
Wft underatand that you or~ n~ar o d~ci~ion about the action ~~ take o~-Docket 

1-11; ~otlce 8 Rear Undsrrtd~ Protection. We bell~ve this docket s~ld be c~inat
cll and mlnc:a yqu an studyins It w~ hcv~ taken this opportur.~cy to provide a su,..ary 

~of OUE' reaaone. 

_. llaetcally, the need for chang4 from tne current BHCS underrtde requl re...,nt haa 
not been demonatrated. NHTSA termlnet•<l a similar rulemaklng In 1971 becauu Its 
co1t11 could 1\0t be justified. At that time it was estimated that auch .s requirement 
might eav• 50-100 lives for a capital outlay of approximately $500 million. Today we 
believe that such gu~rds would adc $2.8 billion to the cost of trucks. Thia eati~te 
is &bovn on page 4 of the anclom•d booklet "Coat of Truck Equipment Regulations." 

D«tpltc the fact that an undcrride regulation would 
threshold of Exacutive Order 12291, NHTSA has not responded 
(n~&de In April, 1981) to have Docket 1-11; Notice 8 dec:lared 
do not see how !Uklng auch a declarAtion can be avolde'd, 
continued, without violating that order. 

exceed the $100,000 
to our formal reque.c 

a major rulemaking. We 
if thia rule!ll.lking 1& 

There waa neither any real justification for reopening the Underride Docket in 
1981 nor Ia there any for continuing it as thl& type of mishap Ia an infrequent 

(.'occurrence. The Fatal Accident Reporting .System (P'ARS) provides no national counts 
of underride but Instead giv•a estimates arrived by atatiatical manipulation of 
amall aomplea of data. 

For example one NHTSA analyaia indicated 29 lives a year could be saved by the 
propoaed rule, but aince accident data in an unrelated Bureau of Hot~r Carri~r Study 
waa off by a tactor of two, that figure was doubled to ahow 58 peraons saved per 
year. In another NHTSA atudy the 236 fatal truck underride accidents reported w•re 
actually the nationally weil.!hed total cal<-ulated from two actual truck underride 
fatalities. 

Even If there were a high number of prov"n fatalitiea resulting fr.:.m truck 
undarride oc:cillenta, consideration would have to be given to the extent to which 
they could be prevented by improved underride guards aa such equipment is ln<'ffec
tive at Gpeecl difhrentiala over 35 mph. Data from the University of Michigan 
Transportation Research lnatltute showa that c1oaing apeeda t~ 2/3 of auch incidents 

A National Federation Having an Affiliated Auociation in Eadl St.ate 
"- . ~ ' ' . ' -

i,.' 
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it atudiod wu·e greatar than 35 mph. ln canother unclorridca atudy C:.lspan eoneludl!>d 
that the goat frequent occurrence involves a etoppec! truck. FARS dsta for the year~ 
1976-1980 incluaive ehow that 73% of the c~bination vehicle fatal occident involve
~nta occur on hish mpeed (55 MPH) highways • 

IIHTSA's proposhls for und~trrido protection focua on preventive meaouree which 
will not cause impacts similar to thoue of cruhing into a brir.k ·wall. Available 
data indicates, however, that rear end collision forces are so great that even with 
cpced differential below 35 mph their energy can not be ouccessfuly manas~d without 
u~ing =xtrcmely coatly equipment. Hence, in our pa1t filings we have auggeated that 
the problam nquirell cttantion to be directed toward modifying auto front ends to 
incre~s~ their enerny abaorbina capability and protect them when th•y atrike 
bridgca, trees, other cars, ond other objectc, as well as trucks. The design of the 
automobile as the striking vehicle must not be overlooked. 

1 hope that you will give our requaat for diacontinuing the underride 
full conGidention end that you will call on us for additional information 
have. any questions about our findings and our views. 

Sincerely, 

(Jj ... I • £, ~liD~ ·~ 
William £. Johns 

Docket 
if you 
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Stifcty mnd envlronmsnt~l controln gov~minll vehicular equipment in tho trucking lndullll) 
are prlmcrlly the raaponolbllltv ol tho U. S. O~portment of Transp?rtstlon 11nd the Environmentr.l 
Protection Agency. Vehlt.uler r!lquue>mtmts Imposed on lh• !rucking industry by th~Ba two 
egonclaa In the put hl!vo had tremendous coat lmpectB. 

Thla coat nnatyaill by th~ En~inat~ring Ocptlrtment of tha American Trucking As~ociationa to 
11n e•tlmate c! tha tuturo co3t 1mpact on motor carri~ttrs if and when various matters now under 
consideration by th& htdert~l governMent ore mode mandatory. The purpose of the enalysis is 

. to aaolat those in the motor c~:rrier industry who ore re:;ponsible for financial planning Md 
tr.oaa who llirG responsible for detormining neoda of a motor carrier relative to the purchase 
and maintenance of vehicles. 

The analyaia is also des'gned llll en overview of the '-->sts of .. qu1pment ragulatioM which 
c11n be of value to manufecturora. regulators end the trucking industry in oeeking a 
determlnetion of cost·bonofit relationahips of regulatory requirements. 

Th'' ATA anelyais is based on two regutat10IIS whiclo are scheduled to become effoct1vc in 
1983 an :I 1 1 other proposed rules, or initiatives, w~.;;-h could become regulatory requirements 
withm the noxt live years or tells Part 1 of tha analy! is 11eols with new regulat1one that will 
soon become effective, and with propo~od rures that will probably be adopted &JS reguhJtory 
requirements Part II dt~als with proposed rules that may be preempted by !ICtion of the 
manufacturing industry. If so thet would negate the need for a regulatory requirement. but there 
would still be a cost Impact on purchase and ut!lir&tion of equipment. 

The coat data herein is based on the estimated future purchase cost of vehicles equipped 
with ufety devices end emission controls n.11ndsted by proposed regutat1ona. and on the 
eetlm&ted increeaed d~rect e~pense vf op.,rating and maintain1ng such veh1ctes. The d&la does 
not include estimates ot tile imp~~~ such requirements h11ve on productivity. vehicle utilization 
and aimilar coat factors 

ATA estomates a 30 billion dollar cost to ttoe truckmg industry if the bulk of the regulations 
herein are adopted. ' 

Information concer.ung the base data and supportong calculations for thi~ analysis may be 
··Obtained from the ATA Engineer~ng DE'partment . 

. 1. 
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3. G~eh and lilprey Rlllduction 

4. llllj:rOWd Trucll Vlt>lbHily 
(Ctw~i&i)lcuity) 

6. H~avy Duty V~thiele Elr ak"' 
Systlllm& 
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I.IQht Duty Truolla a. 
Heavy Duty Engines, ( Hll56 & 
Later Model veera)<' 

e. Heavy Duty Dllll~~&l Enoine 
Particulate llimteeion 
Regulation; 

o. Heavy Duty Evaporative 
E!miaaion Standardu & Proce· 
duro a 

TOTALS 1983. s 13.0 Million 
l'lfat 1884. 3 :s.s 1 Billion 
Year 108&. St&3.9 Million 
Coot a 1986. 84&8.7 Millton 

1987' 1234.0 Million 

• 

G 13.0 Million 

151.9 MUiion 

1.73 Billion 

234.0 Million 

1.66 13iiuon 

126.5 Million 

249.0 Million 

209.7 Mtilion 

s 2.9 Million 

oro EQUW'' 
ALL V~HlCLi!! 

it440.0 Million 

2.80 Silllon 

2.9ll Billion 

3.24 Billion 

9.2 Elillion 

2. 11 Billion 

4. 77 Billion 

4. 70 Billion 

201.8 Million 

s 30.45 811110~ 
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a ..... Oft liP A .. ,_,.. iftcluetry HIIOR4lea ... .....,..., fwot ~· costa ol s 1 « 811110ft & Ictal coal ot a 17 25 

GiiiiOII 
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a. V•~IM U~iiil!lim~M ~~ 
~~U\$l\ ft. Ce:t ~ete 

.. ~a l'ftlt~OIII.ld, undGrride mloa would !:l~ly to MWiy IMnutacturod tr&ii!Bfo ami tr1Jc$'1B ovor 
10, 000 l!lz. GVWR, with cgrtcln fl!lC$ptlcma w1rieh havo not yet been tlei!M'm!Mld. Sht~uid a fil~lll 
fi!!P.i lw ;>®113Md 111 ,G83, It would becoms eflectlvo Ill 1985. Th~ prcpo!~ed miG would low@r 
tho ouord to within 2 t" of th11 eJ'OWic:l end eKielld it ecr®s the remr o! tne v~hlele to within 4" 
ol e:ilcl'l &kio. It also would lmpcn c strength re<;lllrcmlllnt of 22.480 lba. The underride gumrd 
curremly r~ulf&d by tt!G Bureau of Motor Carrier Safety must be within 30" of tho ground end 
m11111 t-e within 11!" et each aide. 

All vohicln built fin t yeer: 
e yeera to equip trciler, 
14 '1 veara to equip trucks 

Vote! CG3t over ye11r1 
required to equip all 
offectod vehicle& 

$162.8 
$351 
; 2.e 

Million 
Million 
Billion. 

$2.95 Billion 

Ezlatlnt; Guard 

$10.9 Million 
$60.3 Million 
573.5 Million 

$133.8 Million 

Differenc~ 

$151.9 Million 
$290.7 Million 
$ 2.5 Billion 

$2.80 Billion 

Compariaon of oatimatod coat tor n- guard ond coat tor current guard.' 

New Current' Increment over 
Guefcl GuMcl IExletlng Guard 

Trailer& s 150' $23.00 $127.00 
Tmcka $6000 $23.00 $577.00 
Wolght,lba. 120" 41.5 78.5 

• L811er, TriiCk Trailer MantrlaetUfetB Aoaoci&IIOII, atoilject: Eatlfflated Coat ot Rear Underrode Guard and Suppon•nu 
&lruetUfea. Felwuary 22. 11182. 

• Co-111 01·1 1-fiiPRM-0&-077, Trucillllody and E~lp-nt Aeaoc111111011 
' """-t• ~ Ia< Trueil Undemcle Guard ProteetiOft." P•- EnQineeflng and ManulectunRQ Co . 
~~~~·Tech. Ptallllift9.1ne. Oetallef, 11180 . 
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~>pleuity ( 1 ~87) 

Underride 
I ( 1985) 
50 

Spl1111h l Spray 
Suppreuion 
(1884) 

$465 

• 

UNIT COST 0~ POOPOI.iliED SAF~TY 
ECUiPM!t.!T ~0~ Tf'!Ali.E~S 
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Automatic Slack 
Adju11ters ( 1983 or 1984) 

$580 
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Ga11eoua Emiaaiona, 
1984 & L11ter Model 
Veara, ~77·$000 

Gaaeoua Emiaaiona, 
te&IS &." Later Model 
Yeara, $270 

!J~Ii CC~TS 0:: i=I~-.!AL A:U) 
Pi'-H'Ijl!C&~D &AFEn' ANti 

mt~ViP.ONM~U'I" Al t:t."lU!PMEt~i 
FOR !b'mAIQHT rnuc~a 

L 

Conepleulty ( 1007) 
:200 

Rear Underride 
( 1985) 
ssoo 

Hydraulic Brake Systems. Final Rule 

----------------~ 
,_......;S_5_4 (Eifechve 1983) 

Or 
Dieael EnQine Particulates. 

If App1icabll1 ( 1986) 

$629·$756 

'Evaporative Emiaaions 
If Applicable ( 1 085) 

$40 

Heavy Duty lfehocltt Brake 
Syaterna. Potential Rulea 
Applicable To "if Brake 
Syate :>s 

a) Auto"'•'''; Stack 
Adiloatera 

b) Aif Oryera --
$785 




